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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
READING COMPREHENSION AND MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT ACQUISITION
THROUGH THE USE OF MATH STORIES
WITH BILINGUAL CHILDREN
by
Chan-Ho Chae
Florida International University, 2004
Miami, Florida
Professor Lisbeth A. Dixon-Krauss, Major Professor
Math storybooks are picture books in which the understanding of mathematical
concepts is central to the comprehension of the story. Math stories have provided useful
opportunities for children to expand their skills in the language arts area and to talk about
mathematical factors that are related to their real lives. The purpose of this study was to
examine bilingual children's reading and math comprehension of the math storybooks.
The participants were randomly selected from two Korean schools and two public
elementary schools in Miami, Florida. The sample consisted of 63 Hispanic American
and 43 Korean American children from ages five to seven. A 2x3x(2) mixed-model
design with two between- and one within-subjects variable was used to conduct this
study. The two between-subjects variables were ethnicity and age, and the withinsubjects variable was the subject area of comprehension. Subjects were read the three
math stories individually, and then they were asked questions related to reading and math
comprehension.
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The overall ANOVA using multivariate tests was conducted to evaluate the factor
of subject area for age and ethnicity. As follow-up tests for a significant main effect and a
significant interaction effect, pairwise comparisons and simple main effect tests were
conducted, respectively.
The results showed that there were significant ethnicity and age differences in
total comprehension scores. There were also age differences in reading and math
comprehension, but no significant differences were found in reading and math by
ethnicity. Korean American children had higher scores in total comprehension than those
of Hispanic American children, and they showed greater changes in their comprehension
skills at the younger ages, from five to six, whereas Hispanic American children showed
greater changes at the older ages, from six to seven. Children at ages five and six showed
higher scores in reading than in math, but no significant differences between math and
reading comprehension scores were found at age seven.
Through schooling with integrated instruction, young bilingual children can move
into higher levels of abstraction and concepts. This study highlighted bilingual children's
general nature of thinking and showed how they developed reading and mathematics
comprehension in an integrated process.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Immigration from other countries, changing societies, and increasing technology
applications have made the United States a racially, culturally and linguistically diverse
country. As many children enter school from homes where English is not spoken,
educators have tried to find appropriate school curricula for bilingual children to gain
competence in all subject areas.
Teachers' life experiences differ from those of children from different cultural
background, and school curricula also shift from a focus on silent and individual
activities to more verbal and social-interactive ones. For these reasons, children are
facing new challenges as they develop their comprehension skills in order to solve
problems effectively (Garcia, 1999).
Children at schools with broad curricular scopes had higher scores on reading
comprehension tests than children with narrower curricular scopes (Singer, McNeil, &
Furse, 1984). Teachers who use children's literature for new ideas, were likely to refresh
the curriculum and to find strategies to teach skills in a meaningful and more natural
manner, and they were encouraged to consider content, processes, and concepts in school
curriculum (Ruddell, 1999).
Vygotsky ( 1978) stressed that what children are able to do with the assistance of
others is more indicative of their mental development than what they are able to do alone.
Reading to children and involving them in their learning can strengthen their vocabulary,
stimulate their desire to read, and encourage them to think critically about books. These
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early reading activities are vital to their success in learning to read, particularly for
children who do not have experiences with books at home (Martinez, 1983; Teale, 1981 ).
When younger children were encouraged to take an active part in reading books, they
demonstrated improved oral language skills, story structure awareness, and reading
comprehension (Morrow, 1997). Studies of early readers revealed that children who were
already able to read and grasp the contents of the text came from homes where many
printed materials were available to them. Children's early reading experiences with books
create the foundations for later text comprehension (Clark, 1976; Durkin, 1966). This is
why early intervention is important for younger children to develop cognitive and
affective capabilities for effective reading skills. Children reinforce their comprehension
and improve their ability to apply a concept or skill in multiple ways (Burnett &
Wichman, 1997; Monroe, 1996). Integrating school subjects is one way to give children
the opportunity to experience concepts from various perspectives.
Problem Statement
Changing from the traditional, teacher-centered curriculum to the integrated,
child-centered curriculum requires considerable reorientation in the ways of instruction
and learning. As children mature into school age, literature and language skills are often
neglected in mathematics instruction. Traditionally, the math curriculum consisted of
instruction in finding answers to math problems and memorizing math skills such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Much of the math curriculum consisted
of skills where the language factor for understanding mathematical concepts was
neglected. Through literacy, teachers could integrate mathematics into other curriculum
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areas and help children become active constructors of mathematical concepts (Whitin &
Wilde, 1992).
Although teachers have different philosophies regarding how children best
develop active literacy and mathematical concepts in school, they should plan
experiences that communicate the structure and conceptual bases of math and reading.
When children are encouraged to make estimations in mathematical areas, they are
actively involved in solving problems and developing the skills of reasoning, number
sense, and estimation. Eventually, children discover that they can apply mathematical
approximations to their everyday lives.
Math storybooks are picture books in which the understanding of mathematical
concepts is central to the comprehension of the story. Math stories provide useful
opportunities, which allow children to expand their skills in the language arts area and to
talk about mathematical factors that are related to their real lives (Zanger, 1998; McNair,
2000). When mathematical problem solving and language arts were integrated in the
classroom curriculum, it was necessary to examine both children's cognitive and
aesthetic responses to the literature (Laupa, 2000). Cognitive aspects of children's
responses to literature were their references to mathematical concepts (e.g., place-value,
counting, matching, ordering, comparison, computation, and proportional reasoning),
story elements (e.g., setting, character, plot, theme, and author/book style), and
comprehension of the story plot structures (e.g., setting, initiating event, goals, attempts,
outcomes, and reactions) (Swanson & Sachse-Lee, 2001; Stanford & Oakland, 2000). As
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a result, it is necessary for us to discover ways to incorporate mathematics into literature
through the use of math storybooks (Friedman, 1997).
Purpose of the Study
This study investigated children's individual differences in their comprehension
of story and mathematical concepts when literature was integrated with mathematics.
Ethnicity-related differences in comprehension were also examined. The children were
young Korean American and Hispanic American bilingual children who attended a
school district in a large urban area where the majority of the population had a middleclass socioeconomic status. The purpose of this study was to examine five- to seven-yearold Hispanic and Korean children's cognitive responses in reading and math
comprehension to math literature.
Significance of the Study
Involving children with mathematics in various ways could serve to connect math
to reality and to provide ample opportunities for problem solving. When mathematics is
integrated with the language arts, it is possible for children to have general benefits in
their cognitive development and also to achieve a higher level of learning. Previous
research showed that there were benefits in children's cognitive development when
language arts and mathematics were integrated (Harris, 1999).
This study examined how reading comprehension factors such as story elements
and story structure were related to the mathematical concepts in children's
comprehension of the story by their developmental levels and their ethnic background.
The findings will help educational practitioners who write children's math storybooks
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and pose questions for assessing the children's responses to the literature at the end of
reading a storybook.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
The research question to be examined in this study was: How do younger children
respond differently to reading and math comprehension of math stories by their ages and
ethnic backgrounds? The subsidiary research questions were:
1. Do total comprehension scores differ by age?
2. Do total comprehension scores differ by ethnicity?
3. Do total comprehension scores differ by ethnicity according to age?
4. Is there an interaction of age and subject area in comprehension?
5. Is there an interaction of ethnicity and subject area in comprehension?
6. Are there any differences between children's reading comprehension and math
comprehension by age and ethnicity?
The research hypotheses to be explored in this study are as follows:
1. The total comprehension scores reflect a trend by age. The scores of the five-yearold's are less than those of the six-year-old's. The scores of the seven-year-old's
are higher than those of the six-year-old's. The typical finding is that there is a
developmental trend in comprehension scores as increased by Kaufman
Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC) test (Rupley, 1995). The betweensubjects effect of age addresses whether the mean scores for the three-age groups
differ, regardless of subject area.
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2. A statistically significant difference is expected in the total comprehension scores
of Korean American children and Hispanic American children. There will also be
an ethnicity effect on total achievement scores (Denton & West, 2002). The
between-subjects effect of ethnicity addresses whether the mean scores for the
two-ethnic groups (Korean and Hispanic) differ, regardless of subject area.
3. At age five, Hispanic American children are expected to have higher total
comprehension scores than Korean American children. At age seven, however,
Korean American children are expected to have higher scores than Hispanic
American children. There will be a statistically significant interaction effect in the
total comprehension scores of Korean American children and Hispanic American
children according to their age level. The interaction of age and ethnicity
addresses whether the effect of ethnicity depends on the level of age.
4. Children score higher on story comprehension than they do on math
comprehension at age five, but they score lower on story comprehension than they
do on math comprehension at age seven. Story comprehension and math
comprehension both increase with age. An interaction effect is expected between
age and subject area.
5. Korean American children earn higher scores on math than on reading
comprehension, but Hispanic American children have the same scores on the two
subject areas. There are ethnic differences in early math achievement and in
preferences of story elements. There will be an interaction effect of ethnicity and
specific reading and mathematical knowledge and skills.
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6. There are significant differences in story comprehension scores and math
comprehension scores between Korean American children and Hispanic
American children at ages five, six, and seven. There will be a second-order
interaction effect of age and ethnicity when the two subject comprehension tests
are considered.
Definition of Terms
Terms that are used throughout this study were operationally defined as follows:

Bilingualism. Bilingualism is the ability to speak or understand, with some degree
of proficiency, a language beside one's native language (Harris & Hodges, 1995).

Story plot structure. Story plot structure is the syntax of plot organization in a
specific narrative as defined by the story grammar (Thorndyke, 1977). It refers to the set
of expectations about the internal structure of stories, usually in simplified terms such as
settings, initiating events, goals, attempts, outcomes, and reactions (Harris & Hodges,
1995).

Story literary elements. Stories have unique elements of structure. The authors
manipulate character, plot, setting, and other elements to produce an interesting story.
Five literary elements of story structure - setting, character, plot, theme, and point of
view- are used in this study (Tompkins, 2000).

Story grammar. Story grammar is the formal rule system devised for the purpose
of describing regularities, specifying relations among episodes in narrative text, and
generating other stories (Mandler, 1983). It includes the basic elements that make up a
well-developed story, such as plot and setting.
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Hispanics. In this study, Hispanics include people who trace their origins to Latin
America. The largest subgroup is of Mexican origin who call themselves Chicanos. The
next largest group is Puerto Rican, Nuyoricans. The third largest group is Cuban descent.
The rest of the Hispanics are of Central American Origin (Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras, etc.) and South American Origin (Colombia, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Bolivia,
etc.).
Hispanic American children. Children with the following characteristics: (a) were
born in the United States, (b) were ethnically identified as Hispanic, (c) came from a
home where Spanish was spoken as the predominant language, and (d) can fluently speak
in both English and Spanish.
Korean American children. Children with the following characteristics: (a) were
born in the United States, (b) were ethnically identified as Korean, (c) came from a home
where Korean was spoken as the predominant language, and (d) can fluently speak in
both English and Korean.
Metacognition. Metacognition is awareness and knowledge of one's mental
processes such that one can monitor, regulate, and direct them to a desired end; and it
consists of both metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experiences (Flavell, 1987;
Brown, 1987).
Comprehension. Comprehension is a process in which the reader constructs
meaning in interacting with text through a combination of prior knowledge and previous
experience (Ruddell & Ruddell, 1994) and creates meaning in response to text (McNeil,
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1992). In this study, total comprehension score means combined scores of the math
comprehension and the reading comprehension.
Assumptions of the Study
Hispanics include people who trace their origins to Latin America and consist of
four subgroups, i.e., Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, and Central/South American Origin.
These four subgroups will not be different in language and cultural background.
Randomly selected children in this study will be representative of Korean
American or Hispanic American children, who are middle socio-economic status and can
speak both native language (i.e., Korean or Spanish) and English. All participants (i.e.,
parents, children, teacher, and rater) in this study will answer the questions and fill out
the forms sincerely and honestly.
Limitation of the Study
This study is limited by focusing on only Korean American and Hispanic
American bilingual children from ages five to seven. The sample size may limit the
generalization of the results to the population in other parts of the country. Subjects'
ethnicity may also limit the validity of comprehension test scores for Hispanic American
children due to cultural bias and translation of stories from Korean to English.
It is very difficult to measure the socio-economic status of a child because there

are many other factors that contribute to the SES level. One factor (i.e., family monthly
income) is considered in this study and is the best available factor to measure child's SES
level.
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Summary
Integrating subjects gives children the opportunity to reinforce and deepen their
comprehension. It improves children's abilities to apply a concept or skill in multiple
ways. Traditional math curriculum consisted of instruction in finding correct answers to
math problems and memorizing math skills. The primary goal of this study was to
investigate reading comprehension and the acquisition of mathematical concepts through
the use of math stories with bilingual children. The findings of this study will help
educational practitioners determine what kinds of mathematical concepts ahd story
structural elements are considered when creating math stories, while considering
children's developmental levels and ethnic backgrounds.
Organization of the Remaining Chapters
Chapter II provides a review of the literature and prior research regarding the
theoretical basis of narrative comprehension, mathematical teaching and learning,
bilingualism and comprehension, and the rationale for integration of literature and
mathematics. Chapter III describes the research methods, design, and procedures of the
study. This includes selection of participants, research design, instruments and materials,
data collection procedure, and data analyses. Chapter IV presents the results of the data
analyses based on the six questions of this study. Chapter V discusses the major findings
of the study and provides conclusions, implications for the practitioners, and suggestions
for future research.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Literacy has been defined in ways that reflect the nature of the times. By the early
1900s, literacy was referred as the printed word. It was defined as the ability to read and
write. In the later 1900s, the term literacy included all activities for effective functioning
in the community. It encompassed the following: (a) the capacity to accomplish a wide
range of reading, writing, and speaking, (b) the awareness of numbers, logic, and
mathematical operations, and (c) other language tasks associated with everyday life
(UNESCO, 1978; National Research Council, 1989; National Literacy Standards for
Language Arts, 1996).
While the nature of literature evolved, the social structure of the United States
continued to be a mosaic of ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity with society shifting
from the industrial to the informational orientation. The availability of new technologies
has also required a broader view of school curriculum and instruction (Romberg, 1990).
Schools also gained greater ethnic and language diversity. Some researchers suggested
that language minority children who speak a language other than English or who are
exposed to a language other than English in the home might be educationally
disadvantaged (Turnbull, Turnbull, Shank, Smith, & Leal, 2001 ).
Providing all children with adequate and equitable educational services as
required by federal, state, and city mandates became a challenge (Garcia, 2001). Research
studies and documentations have verified a disproportionate number of school-age
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language minority children placed in special education programs (Harry, 1997; Artiles &
Trent, 1994; Gottlieb, Alter, Gottlieb, & Wishner, 1994; Baca & Cervantes, 1998).
Particularly, Hispanic children were identified as being over-represented in
special education programs. They were placed in special education programs six times
more often than the non-Hispanic population (Garcia, 1997). According to Ortiz and
Yates ( 1988), educators need to determine a range of other characteristics for language
minority children (i.e., linguistic, cultural, and other backgrounds) that might influence
the educational requirement for these children. Educators realized that mathematics and
language are an integral part of children's daily lives in that they serve as a
communication system, an essential part of the stories they read and tell, and as tools to
help students find meaning in their real lives (Larson, 1992; Karp, 1994).
Traditionally mathematics has been taught apart from other subject areas and
from the events of daily living. This narrow-minded vision prevented educators from
conveying the importance of mathematical concepts (Kleiman, 1991 ). In contrast,
numerous studies have shown that children's literature provides a meaningful context for
mathematics teaching and learning (Lewis, Long, & Mackay, 1993; Whitin & Gray,
1994).
Many teachers have integrated children's literature and mathematics using
essentially compelling themes. This integration of math and literature has led to linking
math with other subject areas. Integrating curriculum was a popular teaching strategy, but
it needed research (Kain, 1993). It was the rationale for integrating curricula that
allowed children to make their own senses and connection among concepts (Pate,
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Homestead, & McGinnis, 1997). The use of children's literature in mathematics enriches
children's learning and it enhances both reading comprehension in language arts and
problem solving ability in mathematics (Gailey, 1993). It also increases children's
motivation for math problem solving and the achievement in mathematics (Jennings,
Jennings, Richy, & Dixon-Krauss, 1992).
This literature review presents the rationale for investigating reading
comprehension and the acquisition of mathematical concepts through the use of math
stories with bilingual children. The literature review focuses on the following: (a) the
theoretical basis of narrative comprehension, (b) mathematical teaching and learning, (c)
comprehension for bilingual children, and (d) the rationale for integration of literature
and mathematics. The review ends with the research that investigates use of math
storybooks to develop mathematical concepts.
The Theoretical Basis of Narrative Comprehension
The conception of narrative comprehension has shifted from the idea that readers
try to find author's intent and text meaning to the notion that readers create meaning
beyond the text meaning (McNeil, 1992). There are four views on how comprehension
has been conceived in the theory and curriculum of reading. In the transmission view,
dominant until the 191h century, the author was the key and the focus of meaning. Most
emphasis was placed on the ability to retell the written text from memory and to obtain
the author's intent. In the translation view, popular in the early 1900s, focus shifted away
from the author's meaning to the reader's translation of text into meaning. By 1970, the

interactive view regarded meaning as a product of the information in the text and the
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reader's prior knowledge. Schema theory and metacognition are concepts that explained
the interactive view. The transactional view is now on the cutting edge of theory and
practice. This view emphasizes subjective and individual responses to literature for selfactualization. Reader-Response theory underlies this conception. It emphasizes the value
of literature to actualize the reader's own purposes (Bogdan and Straw, 1990).
Reading Comprehension Theories
The reading process depicted the act of reading as a communication event
between the author and the reader. The models for reading process were developed to
describe the way readers use language information to get or construct meaning from
print. How a reader translated print to meaning was the key issue in the building of
reading comprehension theories. This issue led to the development of three classes of
models: (a) theoretical models of the reading process, (b) reader response theory, and (c)
schema theory.
Reading process theories. There are three theoretical models of the reading
process, bottom-up, top-down, and interactive. The bottom-up model assumes that the
process of translating print to meaning begins with the print. The process of translating
print to meaning is initiated by decoding graphic symbols into sounds; and reading
involved a series of steps that occur within milliseconds in the mind of the reader
(Gough, 1985). In this model, readers must learn to process graphophonemic information
so rapidly that they are free to direct attention to comprehending the text materials for
meaning (Samuels, 1994 ).
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The top-down model assumes that the process of translating print to meaning
begins with the reader's prior knowledge and experience in relation to the author's
message. The process is initiated by using prior knowledge and graphophonemic
information to make predictions about the meaning of some unit of print. Readers decode
graphic symbols into sounds to test hypotheses about meaning (Kamil & Pearson, 1979).
The interactive model assumes that the process of translating print to meaning
involves making use of both prior knowledge and print. The process is initiated by
making predictions about meaning and/or decoding graphic symbols. The reader
formulates hypotheses based on the interaction of information from semantic, syntactic,
and graphophonemic sources of information (Kamil & Pearson, 1979).

Reader response theory. Literature works not only in lessons designed to modify
attitudes or as didactic materials but it also represents potentiality of possible meanings
that might be derived (Iser, 1978). From a reader-response perspective, literature is
viewed as an opportunity for a literary experience, and reading is viewed as a complex
act involving the reader, the context, and the text. The text is a set of symbols, which
serves as a blueprint for the reader's experiences.
Rosenblatt (1978, 1991) suggested that readers who become personally involved
in a story could obtain a higher level of comprehension than those who were not
involved, and she identified two stances from which readers engaged in the text. Readers
could experience either an efferent or an aesthetic transaction and move between the two
ends of the continuum. These stances have different purposes and influence the way
readers responded to the text. The efferent stance is an instructional perspective based on
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the belief that the literature under consideration was for the purpose of retaining
information. It focuses the reader's thinking on content and the analytical search for
information to be retained. An aesthetic stance draws the reader into the text and is for
comprehension, enjoyment, and appreciation. Both aesthetic and efferent stances are
legitimate and useful instructional approaches teachers can adopt, depending on their
instructional goals and objectives (Leal, 1993; Lehman & Scharer, 1996).
Children reflect on their personal life experiences through listening to stories and
respond differently according to their cultural awareness (Gaida, 1990; Young, 1999).
Research has revealed a significant relationship between the reader's culture and his or
her literary response. Racial imagery and cultural themes are related to the recall and
comprehension of the story (Baker 1990; Hopper-Wei!, 1989; Lee, 1985; Noda, 1980).
Ethnicity also plays on a reader's comprehension of text (Harris, Lee, Hensley, &
Schoen, 1988; Nelson, 1987; Steffensen, Joag-Dev, & Anderson, 1979).
A preliminary study (Dixon-Krauss, Harlin, & Chae, 2002) focused on Hispanic,
African American, Anglo and Asian children's reading comprehension, metacognitive,
and aesthetic responses to multicultural realistic fiction picture books. The sample
included 255 K-3rd grade children in public urban elementary schools. Preservice
teachers read eight multicultural books to the children, presenting one story with
discussion session per week. Three open-ended questions (e.g., story comprehension,
affective responses, and metacognitive responses) were discussed after reading. Results
indicated that emotional responses of Asian and Hispanic children were related to the
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language used in the text. As age increased, children increased in the number of
responses containing incidents from their own specific life experiences.
Altieri ( 1996) reported that the culture and ethnicities portrayed in the story did
not play a significant role in the level of aesthetic involvement demonstrated in response
to the stories. Although culture played a significant role in reflections on the story world,
culture did not have an influence on readers' decisions to mention specific parts, to make
judgments, to apply an element to the real world, or to draw inferences.
Bourg and Stephenson ( 1997) conducted a study to investigate how readers
connect event categories to comprehend character's emotion. They found that the
responses of adults and children were similar but not identical. The adults rated reactions
as the most important event category in causing emotion, indicating that goals and
successful or unsuccessful outcomes were more important than settings, attempts, and
neutral outcomes. The children also rated goals, successful or unsuccessful attempts, and
reactions higher in causing emotion than settings, attempts, and neutral outcomes.
However, a developmental difference emerged in response to character's reactions.
Adults rated character's reactions as more important than either goals or outcomes, while
children did not.
Mikkelsen (1983) conducted a study to find the patterns of story development in
children's responses to literature. Fifteen children from ages seven to ten were asked to
retell and write their own stories after reading folk tales. There was a mixture of plot,
setting, story situation, or characters from several outside sources. All children retold the
story in intricate ways to fuse traditional literary elements with material from their own
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experiences. Maturation, however, appeared to play an important part in children's
retelling of literature. Older children produced more blending and transformations while
the young ones relied more on borrowings and recreations. Mikkelsen ( 1983) concluded
that children showed a gradual developmental progression from borrowing and recreating
to blending and transforming. Blending appeared to be a bridge between reliance on an
author's ideas and independence in the creative process.
Schema theory. Schema theory has a special relevance for teachers of reading
comprehension in that it questions the conventional view that readers should learn to
reproduce the statements in text. The printed words evoke the reader's experiences and
repeated experiences that represented a generalized knowledge of how stories are
structured and how they proceed. This sense of structure and process is called a schema
(Mandler, 1983; McConaughy, 1980). Reader's schema also defined the
interrelationships between underlying components and enabled elements to be interpreted
in the appropriate context (Adams & Collins, 1985).
Unless the proper experience or schema is brought to mind, the information will
not be assimilated as intended. Children are able to read a text when they could match the
concept of the text to their schema for processing it. Story schema typically includes a
reader's concept of plot, setting, character and theme, all of which led to the goal of the
story as seen in its resolution of the problem (Thorndyke, 1977).
Readers developed a story schema that represented their concept of how a typical
story was structured from beginning to end (Mandler, 1983; McConaughy, 1980, 1985);
they used this schema to understand and remember stories that they had read or heard and
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to predict what would happen in other, similar stories (McConaughy, 1985). The reader's
schema is limited by the attributes associated with a concept, and it signals the reader
about which characteristics to notice and what their values are apt to be. It allows the
reader to develop expectations, constructs for what he or she is likely to encounter, and
options for how to deal with the material to be processed. (Thorndyke, 1984).
McNeil (1992) classified schemata into three levels: (a) Domain is knowledge of
specific topics, concepts, or processes for reading a particular subject matter, (b) General
world knowledge is understanding social relationships, causes, and activities that were
common to many specific situations and domains, and (c) Knowledge of rhetorical
structures is the conventions for organizing and signaling the organization of texts.
Bartlett (1932) conducted a multicultural study in reader response and reading
comprehension. He emphasized the influence of culture-specific schemata on reading
comprehension. He insisted that readers comprehend difficult portions of text in ways
that make them compatible with their existing schema. He examined different
individuals' reactions to eight culturally diverse short stories and found that readers
transformed the information presented in the story to preformed habit patterns and
beliefs. Readers understand the meaning of the text according to previously stored
memories and socialization patterns,
Riley, Greeno, and Heller (1982) conducted a study to find developmental
differences in children's schema. They found that children in grades K-3 all performed
well on cause/change problems. Children in grades K and 1 performed poorly on
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combination and comparison problems, while children in grades 2 and 3 performed well
on both of them.
McConaughy (1982) conducted a study to investigate whether the comprehension
problems of poor readers would be explained by qualitative differences in the
organization of their internal schema as compared to those of good readers. Twenty-one
good and poor sixth grade readers were asked to summarize important information in a
different short story presented for each condition and then tested for recall. There were
four modality combinations for input and output: (a) listening and oral recall, (b) reading
and recall, (c) listening and written recall, and (d) reading and written recall. Results
showed that there were no significant differences between groups related to modality.
Poor readers' patterns of comprehension were similar to those of good readers in terms of
the quality of story schema represented, the number and types of inferences drawn, and
the selection of important information in the hierarchical structures of the stories.
Turetzky ( 1982) investigated the effect of story grammar and schema-related
questions in improvement of reading comprehension. Thirty-three fifth grade children
were introduced to the concepts and categories of story grammar, (i. e., setting, initiating
events, responses, reactions, outcomes, theme, plot, and characterization). Children
learned to identify the various story categories by analyzing nine short stories,
completing a story plot structure chart, and composing a story literary element to fit the
category highlighted at each session. The results showed that the high level reading group
went from a pretest mean of 3.29 wrong to a posttest mean of 1.4 wrong and the low
reading group went from a pretest mean of 3.44 wrong to a posttest mean of 2.41 wrong.
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This suggests that reading comprehension is improved when story grammar is taught
using questions that are related to the story schema.
Pearson, Hansen, and Gordon (1979) conducted a study to find the applicability of
schema-theoretic notions to children's comprehension of textually explicit and inferable
information. Second grade readers with strong and weak schema for knowledge about
spiders read a passage about spiders and responded to the questions which stated both
information and knowledge that had to be inferred from the text. They found that prior
knowledge was important to the comprehension of inferable knowledge but not on
explicitly stated information.
Whaley and Spiegel (1982) conducted a study to determine the interrelationships
between story schema and reading comprehension. Twenty fourth-graders with poor
story concepts were asked to assess if an instruction in narrative schema would enhance
children's knowledge of story structure and reading comprehension. Half of them were a
control group and received dictionary and word study instruction, and others were placed
in the experimental group and received intensive instruction in narrative structure. All
children were administered knowledge of story structure tasks and comprehension
measures at two points in the study. The results showed that instruction in schematic
aspects of narratives had a strong positive effect on reading comprehension and enhanced
knowledge of story structure for both average and below average readers. The findings
suggest that instruction in schematic aspects of narratives could be powerful tools to
develop instructions in reading comprehension.
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Paris (1975) conducted three studies designed to determine whether there are agerelated differences in children's memory for implicit and explicit information in prose. In
the first study, six experimental paragraphs were read individually to a total of sixty
children in grades K-5. Each child was asked four verbatim recall questions and four
inferential questions. The second study used verbatim recall questions with nouns and
verbs. Forty-eight children in grades K, 2, and 4 were administered the same tasks as in
the first study plus a delayed free recall task. The third study used a cued recall paradigm
to determine whether the spontaneity of inference drawing was related to age. Children in
grades 1, 3, and 5 heard action sentences with the instruments used stated explicitly in
half of the sentences and only implied in the other half. They were then given a cued
recall test, which included the appropriate instrument nouns. The results indicate that the
amount of both explicit and implicit information comprehended from the paragraphs
increases with age, and that children apply inferential operations more often and
effectively with increasing age.
Slackman and Hudson (1984) conducted a study to investigate preschool and
first-grade children's ability to draw script-based inferences and text-based inferences in
comprehension of stories they heard. In two experiments, children were asked to recall
brief stories and to answer two inference questions (i.e., script inference question and text
inference question). A script inference question required children to fill in information
about the event that was not specifically stated in the story, but a text inference question
asked them to infer relationships between story propositions that could not be inferred on
the basis of event knowledge alone. In one experiment the text inference question
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required a propositional inference on the basis of two premise statements in the story. In
the other experiment the text inference question required an invited inference based on
children's real world knowledge. Results showed that children from ages four to six were
better able to draw inferences based on schematically organized event knowledge than
inferences requiring the construction of relationships between propositions not already
represented in a schema. This study suggests that development of inferential processing
in oral text comprehension is characterized as a progression from the automatic use of a
familiar schema to a more deductive reasoning one.

Story Structure and Reading Comprehension
Children can be successful in reading texts, which include story structures defined
by story grammar, when the text matches their personal story structures (Mandler, 1978;
Brennan et al., 1986). There are two aspects of finding a structural property in the story.
The first structural property is the number of causal relations linking a given event to
other events in the story. Most story events have at least one causal connection to other
events in the story through antecedents or consequences. Some events have more
connections than others. The more connections an event has, the more essential it is to the
coherence of the story (van den Broek, 1997).
The second relevant structural property of stories is the content of the event.
Event content can be categorized based on story grammar theories. Different theories are
based on slightly different categories, but most include the following categories: setting
information, goals, attempts, outcomes, and reactions. In the setting events, protagonists
are introduced and story circumstances are explained. A goal is established and it
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motivates actions. As a result of the actions, an outcome eventually resulted. Any of these
events may elicit a reaction, which is a response to other story events. Several
occurrences of each story structural category were present in most stories (Mandler &
Johnson, 1977; Stein & Glenn, 1979).
The ability to understand the causal relations among story events has been the
focus of many theories of reading comprehension (Ackerman, Silver, & Glickman, 1990;
Graesser & Clark, 1997; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992). The number of causal connections
associated with an event and the story grammar category of the event are also used as a
basis for judging how well children comprehend the stories (Trabasso & Sperry, 1985;
van den Broek, 1988, 1989).
In order to create a connected relation, a reader must integrate discrete events into
a related network by determining how the story events are connected to one another. A
network model shows a representation of the different types of story events, how the
events are related to one another, and how the relations among events combine to form a
coherent story. In the network model, the events in a story are represented as nodes and
these nodes are connected to one another through links, which represent the causal
relations among the events (Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985; Trabasso, van den Broek,
& Suh, 1989; van den Broek, 1990).
Trabasso (1989) conducted a study to examine how global coherence in reading
comprehension developed in children through causal inference, and he analyzed stories of
contrasting structure by a causal network model. The results showed that children
understood the roles of goals in motivating actions locally within an episode by the age of
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five, and integration within episodes by eight years of age. However, from ages eight to
eleven, changes in the understanding of how states and actions were related across
episodes become more marked. By age fourteen, story structures became more important.
These findings indicate that development of reading comprehension follows a sequence.
The studies related to reading comprehension have shown that sensitivity to the
importance of causal connections and story grammar category increase with age.
Younger children are less able than mature readers to utilize story structure variables to
determine the cause and effect of the story (van den Broek, 1997). Story structure
knowledge, phonemic knowledge, and listening comprehension are increased
dramatically with age and these factors are important for younger children's
comprehension and recall of information from the stories (Bell & Clark, 1998).
Reading Comprehension and Skills by Age and Ethnicity
There are significant developmental differences in the quantity and quality of
children's understanding of text. Younger children sometimes referred to characters'
intentions or feelings, but they more frequently focused on outcomes. Younger children
do not use causal relations in text as well as older children (van den Broek, 1989, 1997).
They were less competent than older children and adults in the ability to understand the
unseen, psychological component of emotion. They do not perform as well as the older
children, but they are able to answer correctly many of the questions testing knowledge
of internal responses (Harris & Olthof, 1982, Haris, 1985). It is not that the younger
children are unable to comprehend the motives and intentions of the story characters, but
they place relatively less importance on them than do the older children.
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There are significant age-related differences in word recognition and
comprehension performance. At kindergarten entry, sixty-seven percent of kindergartners
recognized their letters and they understood the letter-sound relationship. At first grade,
fifty percent of them grasped words in context and most first grade children understood
these reading skills and recognized common words by sight (Denton & West, 2002).
Older children had better awareness of story structure and inferences during listening to
the story as compared to younger children, and they also recall outcomes and the primary
goal of the story character more often than other types of events like attempts and
reactions (Swanson & Howell, 2001 ). Younger children do not spontaneously go beyond
the information given to make and use inferences as well as older children, and they
recall internal states (e.g., goals and emotions) less often than do older children (Sandora,
Beck, & McKeown, 1999; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek,
1984; Mandler & Johnson, 1977).
Stein and Glenn (1979) conducted a study to examine a developmental increase in
sensitivity to internal states on children's recall of stories. Two short stories were read to
six- and ten-year-old children, who then recalled them. They found that the older children
performed better than the younger children on the recall of characters' internal responses
to events. The younger children sometimes referred to characters' intentions or feelings,
but they focused more on outcomes. In other words, the older children seemed to be more
sensitive to the goals, feelings, and emotions of the protagonists in their free recall of
stories than the younger children. Trabasso, Secco, and van den Broek ( 1984) reanalyzed
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Stein and Glenn's (1979) data, and found that six-year-old children recall fewer internal
events, such as goals, and more action events than ten-year-old children.
van den Broek ( 1997) noted structural features, which define the causal
relationships among events, provide coherence to stories and are considered the "cement"
of narratives. By the age of eleven, children have the ability to utilize causal connections
at a level virtually equal to adults, whereas the younger children demonstrate less ability
to recognize and to use the causal connections present in text.
Bourg and Stephenson ( 1997) reported that the effect of the number of causal
connections associated with a goal-attempt-outcome sequence is similar for adults and
sixth graders. Sequences with more causal connections in the story are rated as more
important for causing characters' emotions. Mature readers use the number of causal
connections to determine which events are important to the story characters and whether
individual events are important to the story plot.
Harris and Olthof (1982) suggested that younger children, under age ten, attribute
emotions not to people's goals but to external events. The older children, rarely
mentioned situational factors, focus on internal states and possess a more complex
concept of emotion. They are aware of the association between situations and emotions
and include mediating or intervening mental states as contributors to emotion.
Wilkinson (1995) conducted a study to characterize younger children's
weaknesses in their knowledge and use of story structure in comprehension and recall.
Eighty three-year-old children in Australia comprising of good readers and sixty poor
readers participated in the study. The poor readers were divided into relatively
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homogeneous subgroups. All children listened to the three stories and retold the stories
under free- and probe-recall conditions. Comparison of recalls between the good readers
and each of the subgroups of poor readers showed that poor readers in two subgroups
displayed reduced sensitivity to story structure. The children in the poor reader group
recalled less of the overall stories, and less information from story grammar categories to
vary extents. The poor readers showed patterns of category recall, which differed from
those of normal readers. The results provided evidence of marked difference in poor
readers' uses of story structure from those of good readers in reading comprehension and
story recall.
Kintsch and Greene ( 1978) conducted a study to investigate the effects of story
structure and cultural schema on children's story recall. They found that there were not
only different cultural schema but also different story schema for different cultures. They
concluded that children tended to recall best propositions with a culturally familiar story
schema when accompanied by specific requests for accurate story recall and that
children's familiarity with the cultural schema and story structure schema of particular
texts make children reach higher reading comprehension.
Research shows that there are ethnic differences for younger children to engage in
specific reading knowledge and skills. Denton and West (2002) conducted a study to find
the relationships between children's literacy at kindergarten entry and their later first
grade reading knowledge and skills. The sample was comprised of 22,000 children from
1,000 kindergarten programs. They reported that there were significant differences in
specific reading knowledge and skills between the children from different ethnic
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backgrounds. White or Asian children were more likely to recognize sight words and to
understand them in context than African American or Hispanic children. Hispanic
children were more likely to demonstrate proficiency in the reading areas of beginning
and ending sounds than African American children.
The Theoretical Basis of Mathematical Teaching and Learning
There are two views in mathematical teaching and learning. One is a traditional I
transmissional view and the other is a constructivist view. These two views are opposite
in describing how learning occurs. In the traditional view, teaching math has focused on
arithmetic, and math has been viewed as the science of numbers. Children have been
asked how to perform algorithms and given time to practice getting the right answer. In
classes based on a transmission theory of teaching and learning, teachers offered learning
to children as a fixed package. If children followed the teacher's directions and arrived at
the correct/fixed answer, then it was assumed that they had learned the materials (Bums,
1992; Clements & Battista, 1990).
Nolan and Francis (1992) identified five basic beliefs underlying a traditional
mode of the teaching-learning process. These included: (a) children learn by their
accumulated information and skills, (b) the teacher's role is to transmit his/her knowledge
to children, (c) the teacher's main goal is to change children's behavior, (d) teaching and
learning occur between the teacher and individual children, and (e) thinking and learning
skills are applicable to all content areas. In practice, these beliefs made a teacher-centered
classroom, and children had little opportunity for constructing their mathematical
concepts and understandings.
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Baroody and Ginsburg ( 1990) described the traditional teaching of mathematics
as a "tell-show-do" approach. The teacher told a class what children needed to know to
solve a problem, then showed some examples as a model, and finally provided problems
for children to practice until they mastered skills or procedure. Typically, traditional math
education emphasized learning skills rather than concepts in carrying out procedures
(Mills, O'Keefe, & Whitin, 1996).
In contrast, there are other views that mathematics is more than numbers.
Mathematics is a human endeavor and a communication system devised by people to
meet their needs and interests of cultural changes (Whitin & Wilde, 1992). In a
constructivist view, children are required to actively construct knowledge to update it
through an interaction of their prior knowledge, beliefs, and new information with their
environment rather than passively receiving it (Ball, 1988; Davis, Mahar, & Noddings,
1990; Noddings, 1990). Children need opportunities to invent their own procedures for
developing algorithms rather than following those outlined by a teacher (Kamii, Lewis, &
Livingston 1993). This view implies that math is something a person creates with others,
something one constructs, and also something that requires the use of imagination.
It is difficult for teachers to shift from a traditional behaviorist model to a
cognitive model because they do not understand how children learn mathematical
concepts. In the traditional model, teachers focus their ideas on sequenced procedures
outlined in texts, and they do not provide opportunities for children to construct
mathematical understanding. Rather than asking questions for fixed or correct answers,
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teachers must provide opportunities and stimulations for children to construct their own
mathematical ideas (Battista, 1994; Schifter & Simon, 1992).

Constructivism and Mathematics
Constructivism is an epistemological theory that has become the focus of research
and discussion in mathematics education. It is based on the philosophical view that
human beings have no access to reality. Rather they construct knowledge of the world
from their perceptions and prior experiences. Learning is the process by which human
beings adapt to their experiential world (Davis, Mahar, & Noddings, 1990).
Constructivists assume that children naturally construct knowledge as an
interrelated whole. Children are limited by the constraints of their current developmental
level. Constructing knowledge is an involving and engaging process for all learning
areas. It is true even for mathematics that has traditionally been viewed as a subject
where learning is equivalent to memorizing a series of steps and facts (Simon, 1995).
Confrey (1990) defined constructivism as a belief that all knowledge is
necessarily a product of humans' cognitive acts, and humans cannot have direct or
mediated knowledge of any external or objective reality. People could connect new
experiences with previous experiences. They try to make sense and connections out of
their new experiences by relating them in some way to what they already know. They can
revise their thoughts, can make meanings, and can build or create knowledge from their
experiences.
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Social Constructivists
Educators, philosophers, and psychologists have been interested in the topic of
research and reflection on how individuals' actions or social interactions affect the
acquisition of new knowledge. While there are many interpretations about what
constructivism means, there is agreement on two key aspects. The first aspect is that
learning is a process of active construction and the second is that learning processes
results in qualitative change in understanding (Prawat, 1995). Piaget, Dewey, and
Vygotsky have been consistently cited as foundational figures in the dialogue on social
constructivism (Ginsburg, 1981 ).

Piaget. According to Piaget, all knowledge is constructed as a result of a child's
action (Wadsworth, 1995). He developed a theory that explains the stages through which
children proceed as they develop physical and logico-mathematical knowledge. He also
provided the rationale for developing learning environments in which children construct
their own knowledge from the inside, through mental activity and in interaction with their
environments (Piaget & lnhelder, 1969; Kamii, 1982).
Mackay (1983) described that Piaget's theory of cognitive development as
occurring naturally and as a result of experiencing the world and reflecting on one's
experiences. In the early stages of life, many experiences are concrete, based on
interaction with objects. Active involvement is a key to the idea of constructivism, and
learning is most effective when learners are active participants.
Piaget's work focused on individual intellectual construction without answering
questions of how social or cultural influences affected construction (Saxe, Gearhart,
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Note, & Paduano, 1993). Children can create and construct their own mathematical
understandings through collaborating with others, but not in isolation. They interact and
verbalize ideas as part of their construction process that broaden and deepen their
understandings (Yackel, Cobb, Wood, Wheatley, & Merkel, 1990). This suggestion is
directly supported by the work of Dewey, Vygotsky, and others who applied
constructivism to mathematics education.
Dewey. Dewey insisted that education is not a matter of telling and being told in
learning, but a constructive process in which children are actively involved (Dewey,
1916). His approach to education is referred to as "learning by doing." His idea is based
on the belief that learning occurs when children are actively engaged in socially
purposeful activity that has meaning to them. He emphasized the role that communication
played in making meaning. He defined society as a number of people held together
because they are working along common lines in a common spirit with reference to
common aims. A key component of construction is the communication between
individuals who are engaged in the learning process. Dewey believed that making
meaning occurs through interactions between individuals engaged in purposeful activity.
He also stated the role of experience and communication in how individuals construct
knowledge, suggesting that learning occurs when lessons are developed with an
understanding of children's developmental stages and prior experiences.
Garrison ( 1994 ), stating that meaning can be constructed through purposeful
activities, emphasized the language factor because it implies two selves involved in a
conjoint or shared understanding. These activities are socially relevant to (a) children's
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participation in society, and (b) children's concrete experience with the world that
provides a personally meaningful basis for learning.
Prawat (1995) insisted that there exists a triangular relationship between the
individual, the community, and the world mediated by socially constructed ideas. He
explained that "knowing is an act of going between" (p. 15). This "going between" is the
place where individuals construct their new knowledge and where individuals
communicated, interacted and refined their ideas and experiences with others.
Vygotsky. Vygotsky is a theorist who focused on understanding the social and
cultural aspects of children's thinking. He insisted that social interaction is a key to the
learning process and development is a learning process driven by social interactions with
more knowing, experienced others. Children learn more from activities or experiences
when they collaborate with others (Vygotsky, 1978). He also suggested there are two
types of concepts that learners construct in their cognitive development. One is a
spontaneous concept and the other is a scientific concept. A spontaneous concept occurs
in an early stage of concept development and it developed primarily through children's
play. Children construct a fundamental definition of concept from everyday experiences.
In contrast, a scientific concept is formed from structured activity such as classroom
instruction. It is a culturally agreed upon, formalized, and more abstract concept
(Vygotsky, 1986; Fosnot, 1996).
Vygotsky (1978) maintained that the child follows and works through the adult's
example and gradually develops the ability to do certain tasks without assistance. The
Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is the difference between what a child can do
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alone and what he/she can do by collaborating with more experienced others. It would be
the place where spontaneous concepts are transformed or become scientific concepts
through interaction with a more experienced peer or adult (Vygotsky, 1978). Vygotsky's
zone places communication and social life at the center of meaning making, which occurs
through the interactions that individuals engaged in the ZPD (Lerman, 1996).
Carraher (1989, p. 320) described mathematical knowledge is a cultural practice
in which people become more proficient as they learn and understand particular ways of
representing numbers, quantity, and the specific mathematical operations. From this
perspective, learning is actually a process of enculturation. Children can acquire
mathematical knowledge through their participation in cultural practices and can examine
objects that lead them to a beginning understanding of the objects' uses and properties.
However, it is through modeling or discussion with an experienced peer or adult that they
learned the social and cultural applications for this object (Saxe, 1991; Cobb, 1994).

Constructivism and Mathematics Learning Model
There have been intense debates among theorists about the role of an individual
and the role of the community in constructing mathematical concepts. Radical
constructivists tied to the work of Piaget focused on the individual's role, but social
constructivists, identified with Dewey and Vygotsky, emphasized the role of the
community in developing opportunity for constructing mathematical knowledge.
Constructivist theory implies that children construct knowledge from their
experiences. Purpose and meaning are developed through participation in a community,
and an individual's cognitive structure cannot be understood without observing it
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interacting in a context (Fosnot, 1996). Children actively construct their mathematical
knowledge within the context of their lives, so their daily living situations can be
effective activities for fostering construction of their mathematical knowledge (Kamii &
Lewis, 1990).
Pirie and Kieren (1992) suggested that a teacher's role in mathematics instruction
was to create a constructivist climate. They identified four key principles for teachers to
effectively create a constructivist climate. The four principles are: (a) understanding that
children's mathematical learning progresses at various rates resulting in different levels
of achievement, (b) acceptance that children travel different routes to gain mathematical
understanding, (c) awareness that individuals hold different mathematical understandings,
and (d) knowledge that understanding is changeable.
Wood ( 1993) emphasized that learning occurs over time through conflict,
confusion and social interaction. Children should actively engage in solving problematic
situations. Teachers should validate children's approaches to solving the problems and
should recognize that children's errors are reflections of their current level of
understanding.
Frye ( 1989) provided a more concrete list of activities that could be easily
incorporated into a constructivist environment. She stated that children need not only to
use calculators and computers, but they also must engage in activities that include
hypothesizing and testing, problem posing, experience, and applying their experiences to
the mathematics.
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Mathematical Knowledge and Skills by Age
Early mathematical concepts are important for the learning of basic mathematical
skills and the development of further mathematical knowledge. The development of basic
mathematical skills means the acquisition of problem solving procedures and the
development of memory representations for basic number facts (Geary, Bow-Thomas, &
Yao, 1992; Temple, 1991). Lack of early mathematical concepts might result in rushing
the child through the rote learning skills and this in turn may negatively affect the
development of logical thinking skills (Kirova & Bhargava, 2002). These can cause a
failure to connect concrete and abstract mathematical knowledge and result in early
learning problems (Geary, Bow-Thomas, & Yao, 1992; Temple, 1991).
Mathematical concepts develop at different times and rates for each child. It is
difficult to identify any particular moment in a child's life when the first numerical
concepts are acquired. Children's mathematical concepts are developed imperceptibly,
and the understanding of mathematical concepts by the child is a gradual process
(Kennedy, 1984).
Although the responses of younger children are not always accurate, they may be
aware of the math principles involved in counting and may understand the process of
counting objects (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). Most children possess the understanding of
some mathematical concepts at an early age. Even preschoolers have considerable
mathematical knowledge of basic arithmetical operation and enumeration. Children are
able to count and compare simple sets of objects before they receive formal instruction in
mathematics (Nunes, 1995; Resnick, 1986; Klein & Starkey, 1988). But researchers do
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not have enough information about the reasons for ethnic differences in the mathematical
knowledge before children begin their formal education.
The early mathematical concepts acquired during the preschool and primary
grades are matching, classification, comparing, and ordering or seriation. From a
Piagetian perspective, six pre-number concepts that might be added to counting skills are
discrete/continuous, matching/comparison, classification, patterns, seriation, and spatial
relationships (Kennedy, 1984; van de Rijt & van Luit, 1998).
Discrete materials are items that can be counted such as coins and pencils and
continuous materials are those that are measured such as cans of water. This concept
could be used for other pre-number concepts. Matching and comparison refine children's
understanding of as many as, more than, and fewer than relationships. Piaget concluded
that the inability to grasp the relativity of notions or ideas was one of the principal
obstacles to the development of the child's reasoning. Classification skill is the ability to
arrange objects in a class or subclass and begins in preschool, kindergarten, and first
grade, where children classify objects according to shape, color, size, thickness, etc.
Knowledge of classification schemes and processes is an important characteristic of a
good problem solver. Patterns are common in mathematics. As children work with
patterns, they sharpen their perception and develop awareness of order, sequence, shapes,
and aesthetics. Seriation is the ability to order and sequence, and it requires an
understanding of inclusion relations. This concept is developed usually at ages seven and
eight. Psychological structures such as reversibility and transitivity are highly related to
the problems of seriation and ordering. Spatial relationships lead children to understand
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the terms like, around, under, through,far, near, left, right, etc. (Kennedy, 1984; van de
Rijt & van Luit, 1998).
Children enter kindergarten and first grade with various number experiences and
different foundational number skills. Counting is one of the first number ideas taught to
children but the numbers they recited have little meaning for them. Children learn many
things about the physical world in which they lived before they abstract the idea of
number. The concept of place-value refers to the numeration value of each place in a
number. It is fundamental to understand the operations of addition and multiplication, but
most children in initial stages have a poor understanding of place-value. When numerals
are written in combination, not only each numeral represent a number itself but also their
positions take on value that are some multiples of ten (Labinowicz, 1980). This implies
that children need many experiences with grouping before they learn the concept of
place-value.
Denton and West (2002) reported that at kindergarten, eighty-eight percent of
kindergarteners understood the concept of relative size. They could use nonstandard units
of length to compare objects. By the spring of first grade, most children, ninety-six
percent, have mastered order and sequence and understand the relative position of
objects. Seventy-six percent of first graders become proficient in addition and subtraction
with basic whole units.
Mathematical Knowledge and Skills by Ethnicity and Culture

Children grow up in diverse cultures, but mathematical events and phenomena
seem to be universal in children's development of mathematical understanding (Ginsburg
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& Baron, 1993). Children's informal mathematics varied in the rate of its development,
however, the acquisition of mathematical principles was invariant and universal (Song &
Ginsburg, 1987). The two reports, America's Kindergartners (West, Denton, & GerminoHausken, 2000) and The Kindergarten Year (West, Denton, & Reaney, 2001), revealed
that the mathematical knowledge of first-time kindergartners differs in relation to their
ages at school entry, ethnicity, home educational experiences, and child care histories.
There are ethnic differences for younger children in the development of
mathematical knowledge and skills. Asian children perform on mathematical tasks at
higher levels than do American children before receiving formal education in
mathematics (Geary, Bow-Thomas, Fan, & Siegler, 1993; Miura, 1987; Song &
Ginsburg, 1987). Denton and West (2002) explored how children's literacy at
kindergarten entry relates to their first grade reading and mathematical knowledge and
skills by ethnicity. The sample was comprised of 22,000 children from 1,000
kindergarten programs in the United States. They reported that there were significant
differences in specific mathematical knowledge and skills by children's ethnicity. White
or Asian children were more likely to be successful in problem solving in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division than African American or Hispanic children.
Hispanic children were more likely to demonstrate proficiency in particular mathematical
areas than African American children.
Guberman ( 1994) conducted a study to find how cultural factors influence
children's mathematical achievements. Latino and Korean American children in Grade 13 participated in the study. The results showed that both Latino and Korean American
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children engaged in mathematical activities. Cultural values are associated with
differences in out-of-school uses of mathematics. Korean American children more often
engaged in formal activities that supported the mathematics they were learning in school.
In contrast, Latino children often engaged in activities that employed informal
mathematics.
There are also ethnic differences in the attitudes toward mathematics. Gamer
( 1963) reported that the attitude toward mathematics of Whites was significantly higher
than that of Hispanics among first year algebra students. For Hispanic students, there was
a positive correlation between the teachers' attitudes and the attitudes of their students.
Collins ( 1992) examined the attitude toward mathematics of various ethnic
groups. The Revised Aiken-Dreger Math Attitude Scale (Aiken & Dreger, 1961) was
administered to 480 seventh- and eighth-grade children. This instrument contains two
subscales of I 0 test items each and assesses students' enjoyment of mathematics and their
perceptions of its value as a subject area. The results showed that the Asian American
outscored White at the upper grade levels and the mean scores for the Asian American on
the pleasure portion of attitude were significantly different from the same measures of
White and Hispanic. Asian American children had significantly lower scores on the test
items relating to apprehension attitude than any of the ethnic groups except African
Americans. The higher means for the Asian American children on the pleasure portion
indicate that these children are associating more pleasure with mathematics than other
ethnic groups. Lower means for the Asian American children on the apprehension portion
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indicate that they are experiencing less fear or apprehension toward mathematics than
those of other ethnic groups.
Cloud (2003) reported the verbal and math scores of the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) by ethnicity. There were significant racial-ethnic differences in math and verbal
scores. Asian (M=575) and Whites (M=534) scored higher in SAT I math test than
Hispanic (M=464) and African Americans (M=426). Asian Americans have 67 points
worth of gap between math and verbal scores but the other ethnic groups did not show
big differences whose scores were in a range of 5-7 points.
Moore and Smith (1987) in the National Longitudinal Study reported that African
American and Hispanic children were not developing mathematical competence to the
same degree as White peers. The Asian American children scored slightly lower than
Whites at age nine. At ages thirteen and seventeen, however, the Asian American
children significantly outscored their White peers. Previous studies and reports show that
mathematical knowledge and attitude toward mathematics vary across cultural/ethnic
groups. These can support to lead to the hypotheses that there can be an interaction effect
of children's ethnic background and subject area on the comprehension scores.
Bilingualism, Cultural Knowledge, and Cognitive Development
Language is not merely a set of words or grammatical rules but it is a product of
culture. It is a tool used by humans to convey meaning within a culture and to be aware
of other cultures (Law, 1992; Garcia, 1994; Baker, 2000). Through language children
exchange their values (Ovando, 1993), refine intellectual development, and enhance
higher abstract thinking (Perez & Torres-Guzman, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978). The
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development of children's language is continuous (Tiegerman-Farber, 1995; McLaughlin,
Blanchard, & Osani, 1995). Generally, most children by five or six years of age have
mastered the basics of language to receive and express meaning, and they can
communicate excellently and obviously (DeGaetano, Williams, & Volk, 1998).

Bilingualism and Cognitive Development
Bilingualism is a global phenomenon and a complex array of varieties of
languages among all people. It should not be considered as a single homogeneous
circumstance. Young bilingual children have one dominant language, which can be
changed during childhood. Unequal exposure to the two languages causes for one
language to develop faster than the other. It is rare for children to have an equal and
strong competence in two languages (Baker, 2001).
Children acquire a second language simultaneously or sequentially. The process
of language development also varies between children who learned two languages
simultaneously and those who learned sequentially (Langdon & Merino, 1992). When the
second language is learned before three years of age, the child is a simultaneous learner.
If the child acquired the second language after three years of age, the child is a sequential
learner (Baker, 2000, Baca & Cervantes, 1998).
At one time it was believed that exposure to two different languages by younger
children could delay their language development and their intellectual skills (Genesee &
Nicolasis, 1995; Goodz, 1994; Fradd & Tikunoff, 1987). However, various studies
indicated that children who had learned two languages simultaneously in interactive
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contexts acquired the two languages with minimal interference (Genesee, 1988; Kessler,
1984; Goodz, 1994; Baker, 2000).
Voterra and Taeschner (1978) claimed that there are three simultaneous stages of
language development. In the first stage, children's vocabularies are a mixture of nonoverlapping words from different languages (i.e., if the vocabulary is learned in one
language, it is used over the corresponding word in the other language, or without regard
to the situation or the audience). In the second stage, children can sort out the use of the
two languages according to the audience being addressed, and they progress from the use
of simpler sentence structure to more complex ones, as if only one language is being
used. In the third stage, simultaneous learners sort out both the vocabularies and
grammatical rules of the two languages. During this stage they restrict one language used
over another, depending on the audience, and they can appropriately switch from one
language to another automatically (Voterra & Taeschner, 1978; McLaughlin, 1998).
Children taught two languages sequentially showed differences from
simultaneous language learners in the rate in which they pass through these stages. In the
first stage, children use their home language, even when it is not appropriate to use it. In
the second stage, they are in the nonverbal period, or "silent period" in the second
language setting because their home language is not enough to communicate with others
in the new situation (Tabors & Tabors, 1997; Tabors & Snow, 1994). If children, whose
first language is not English, become linguistically assimilated into the English-speaking
context, they do not tend to maintain their home language. When a second language is
introduced before native language skills are fully developed, children's language skills
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become limited in both. This can be problematic for younger children because they have
not reached a stable level of command over their native language (Moro-Reyes, 2002).
In the third stage, children want to go public with the new language. During this
stage, there are two remarkable features in their speech. One is telegraphic speech and the
other is formulaic speech. In telegraphic speech, children use a few content words in an
entire utterance with few function words or morphological markers (Tabors & Snow,
1994). Children can understand more than they can express when they reach the stage of
early productive language use. In time, they can understand the syntactic system of each
language (DeGaetano, Williams, & V olk, 1998).
It is difficult to determine how to measure children's bilingual competence or

whether they acquire languages simultaneously or sequentially since there is uneven
development in languages (Pham, 1994; Valdes & Figueroa, 1994). Regardless of
sequential or simultaneous language learners, second language learners are restricted in
vocabulary acquisition (Ortiz & Yates, 1988; Maldonado-Colon, 1986). When evaluating
the primary language of sequential language learners, language loss should be also
considered, since it is an important aspect of bilingual development (Langdon & Merino,
1992; Anderson, 1991 ).
There has been a debate among researchers who stated that bilingualism resulted
in a slower rate of vocabulary acquisition than that of monolingualism. Bilingualism had
a disadvantageous effect on intellectual functioning. This is due to the fact that bilingual
children have to learn two vocabularies and two language systems at the same time
(Bialystok, 1988; Doyle, Champagne, & Segalowitz, 1978). Baker (2000) said that
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bilingual children's vocabulary can be weaker if they are confined to the home and their
home language is minimal. The child cannot achieve the same level of competence in the
native language as a monolingual child who speaks just English. As opposed to learning
only one, simultaneous language learners have to study two vocabularies and language
systems at the same time. The vocabulary ability of simultaneous language learners might
be limited in both languages.
However, bilingual children had an academic advantage in the domain of
cognitive flexibility. Bilingualism has been linked to a variety of positive cognitive
benefits, including early reading and math, improved problem-solving skills, and higher
scores on the SATs. Bilingual children are more skilled at interpreting and manipulating
grammar to communicate clearly and they can also strengthen family ties by allowing
relatives to communicate comfortably in the native language of old family members like
grandparents (Lambert, 1977; Bialystok, 200 I).
The socio-cultural context is also an important factor in second language
acquisition and cognitive development. If the two languages are valued enough, the
bilingual experiences have a favorable influence on child's cognitive development.
Compared to monolingual, bilingual experience acts as an enriching tool that leads to the
more flexible cognition. When socio-cultural context is devalued in the child's
environment, his cognitive development is delayed in comparison with a monolingual. In
some cases, the bilingual child may not recover his or her delay (Hamers & Blanc, 2000).
There are ethnicity differences in second language learning. Asian children prefer
strategies involving rote learning and language rules to communicative strategies
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(Politzer & McGroarty, 1985; O'Malley & Chamot, 1990). They prefer working
independently and resist social, cooperative learning, unlike Hispanic children (Reid,
1987). However, Hispanics are strongly different from Asians in strategies they used for
learning second language. Asians like to choose repetitive and rote memorization
learning strategies while Hispanics use more social, interactive strategies (Politzer, 1983;
Oxford, 1992).

Language Structures and Cognitive Aspects
As the number of minority and second language children increases, it is critical
for meaningful mathematics learning that children's actual situations should be taken
from their own real world experiences. Number systems vary across time and location,
and linguistic aspects in number systems are associated with younger children's mastery
of mathematical concepts (Ifrah, 1985). Property of number systems may facilitate the
development of children's mathematical knowledge (Miura, 1987; Miura, Okamoto, Kim,
Chang, Steere, & Fayol, 1994; Fuson & Kwon, 1992).
The speed with which number words can be pronounced varies, and the speed is
associated with children's memory span for numbers. There are structural differences in
pronouncing the number words between Asian languages and European languages.
Numbers are organized as structures of tens and ones in Asian languages (i.e., Chinese,
Korean, Japanese), but English or Spanish is more likely to have conceptions based on
single units (Stigler, Lee, & Stevenson, 1986).
Asian languages are organized so that numerical names are congruent with the
traditional ten numerical systems and spoken numbers correspond to their written form.
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Children who speak Chinese, Japanese, or Korean need to memorize the first nine
number words, the words for powers of ten (i. e., ten, hundred, thousand), and the order,
from the largest value to the smallest, in which words are said. Korean children master
the mathematical concept of counting much earlier than do American children (Song &
Ginsburg, 1987). Korean, Chinese, and Japanese children also understand two digit
numbers earlier than children in France, Sweden, and the U.S. (Miura et al., 1994).
Korean children in second and third grades were more likely to identify the concept of
place-value than American children (Fuson & Kwon, 1992). In contrast, Englishspeaking children must memorize the number words from eleven through nineteen, and
the decade names (i.e., twenty, thirty, etc.) through one hundred because most European
systems of number words are considerably irregular through one hundred. The U.S.
children were likely to use single-unit blocks in their constructions of place-value (Miura,
1987; Miura et al., 1994).
There are cognitively distinct representations of number between Asian and
American children. For Asian speaking children, numbers are organized as tens and ones,
and place-value is an integral part of the cognitive representation (Miura, 1987, p. 82).
English or Spanish speaking children are slower to construct ten-structured number
concepts because they are likely to have conceptions based on single units (Fuson &
Kwon, 1991).

Cultural Knowledge and Comprehension
There exists a relationship between a reader's culture and comprehension or recall
of information from a literary text (Harris, Lee, Hensley, & Schoen, 1988; Reynolds,
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Taylor, Steffensen, & Anderson, 1982). Steffensen, Joag-Dev, and Anderson (1979)
conducted a study to explore the effects of schemata in cross-cultural studies of reading
comprehension. Their experiments involved two groups of children. They read two
passages, one passage more familiar to one group's cultural background and the other
passage more familiar to the second group's cultural background. They concluded that
cultural knowledge is an important source of individual differences in reading
comprehension.
Noda (1980) identified a list of fourteen universal cultural and aesthetic values in
the stories. The results showed that American children had difficulty in emotionally
entering the story and responded to only six of the fourteen Japanese cultural and
aesthetic values while showing little or no knowledge of the other eight. They also tended
to respond to the stories in a formal mode much more often than Japanese children. In
contrast, the Japanese readers were able to respond much more extensively to the works.
They acknowledged all fourteen Japanese aesthetic and cultural values. The Japanese
readers not only identified the symbols and their meanings but also related the symbols to
their personal experiences, cultural or social information, references to folklore, religious
beliefs, and philosophical theories.
Jordan and Purves (1993) reported that children tend to respond to texts in
personal ways while ignoring the cultural content. When children were asked about the
cultural content of the work, they showed some discomfort in analyzing works from
another culture because they have little cross-cultural competence. Beach ( 1994)
presented a somewhat similar view of students' involvement with multicultural literature.
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The students from high school and university responded to a number of multicultural
short stories. The majorities of students in both cases entered into other culture's stories
on a personal basis but were unable or unwilling to take on a larger cultural perspective.
Whereas Jordan and Purves (1993) and Beach (1994) found readers to be hesitant
to enter the story worlds of other cultures, Altieri ( 1995) reported somewhat the opposite
results. The purpose of Altieri's study was to test whether the culture embodied in the
text or the culture of the student would influence children's aesthetic involvement in
multicultural texts. Children listened to two African American, two Hispanic, and two
White stories. After listening to the stories, children responded to each story both by a
free written response and by a story preference rating. Children consistently showed an
aesthetic involvement with the text and culture was not a significant influence on
children's ability to become aesthetically involved in a text. This occurred despite the fact
that children also significantly preferred to read the literature of their own ethnic group.
Altieri ( 1995) also reported that both the African American and Hispanic children
preferred stories from their own respective cultural group much more than the stories
from the other cultural groups. The same was not true for the White children. The Whites
were more homogenous than the other two groups as far as demonstrating an interest in
the literature from the other two cultural groups. It becomes clear from the results of
these previous studies that the nature and role of cultural influence become debatable
when the research involves the study of subcultures. The combined results from the
previous studies indicate that reader's specific knowledge of cultural schemata as
embodied in a text is a strong indicator of comprehension level.
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Rationale for Integration of Literature and Mathematics
Symbols such as numbers and letters have meaning. Recognizing numbers is
related to the mathematical ability and recognizing letters is related to reading ability.
Since younger children's reading ability and mathematical ability are found to be related,
it is important to consider not only children's reading skills but also their mathematical
skills in conceptualizing literacy (West, Denton, & Germino-Hausken, 2000).
Applying this philosophy to mathematical areas makes sense because concept
learning can be done in context. Whole concept mathematics was focused on problem
solving that was real and meaningful. It provided children with many skills and literatures
to apply their knowledge to real context (Baker & Baker, 1991; Brown, 1991 ). When
mathematics is presented within a context, children can use it for real purposes and
understand the values, the numbers, and symbols represented (Whitin, 1994).
With the use of literature, teachers can benefit in numerous ways. First, they can
convey mathematical concepts to children in an easy, relaxed manner and easily followup the story with a discussion. Children can also experience an internal connection of
mathematics and literature when they learn mathematical concepts without being aware
of it (Lightsey, 1996). Second, math literature lessons can hold children's attention,
relieve children's math anxiety, and encourage the employment of numerous teaching
strategies that actively engage children. Children learn mathematical concepts with
different literacy genre. Numerous children's books, poems, and rhymes may be used to
teach mathematical concepts. Literature also adds an aesthetic dimension to mathematical
learning (Whitin & Wilde, 1992).
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Children's Books and Math Teaching Categories
Books for mathematical lessons should be appropriate for children's
developmental levels. It is particularly important for younger children who need clear
representations of concepts to select appropriate books as their mathematical
understandings are just forming. When selecting mathematical concept books, teachers
should examine the connection between text and illustrations, and the inclusion of
developmentally appropriate concepts (Harsh, 1987; Ballenger, Benham, & Hosticka,
1984).
According to Gailey ( 1993 ), children's books which are appropriate for teaching
mathematics might be divided into four categories: (a) counting books which strengthen
counting and number concepts and can be used to teach addition, subtraction, and
multiplication and division, (b) number books which reinforce a particular number and
help children to understand the value and position of the numbers being studied, (c)
storybooks which may be used to introduce or reinforce mathematical concepts and
highlight the concept of large numbers, addition, and subtraction, and (d) conceptual or
informational books which are useful in deepening and extending a mathematical
concepts.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards
The NCTM (1989) recommended significant changes in teaching mathematics
and developed standards in response to nationwide calls for reform in mathematics
education due to poor math test results and the recognition of a need for new mathematics
curriculum. The NCTM goals have advanced mathematical power for students to
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function as informed citizens in a rapidly changing and technologically complex society
(Gailey, 1993) and have made students prepare for participation in a society that has
shifted from an industrial to an informational one (Frye, 1989; Johnson, 1990).
The NCTM (2000) also developed professional principles to teach mathematics.
The principles described particular features of high-quality mathematics education. The
six principles for school mathematics are equity, curriculum, teaching, learning,
assessment, and technology. For effective math teaching, students whose native language
is not English may need special attention to allow them to participate in classroom
activities. Students must also learn mathematics by building new knowledge from prior
knowledge, and teachers are required to understand what students know and need to
learn.
The inclusion of literature is one change that enables a more effective approach to
math. Standards provide a guide for sustained efforts to improve school mathematics. The
NCTM standards described what mathematics instruction should enable students to know
and supplied outlines, guidance, and visions for teachers on how to integrate children's
literature (i.e., reading, writing, listening, and every day languages) with mathematics
(NCTM, 1989, 2000).
The NCTM (2000)'s ten standards for Pre-K through grade 2 are as follows: (a)
number and operations, (b) algebra, (c) geometry, (d) measurement, (e) data analysis and
probability, (f) problem solving, (g) reasoning and proof, (h) communication, (i)
connections, and (j) representation (see Appendix K). The numbers and geometric
standards are the core area of mathematics in the early years. Once students obtain a
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sense of numbers and geometric concepts, they can construct ideas and skills by
connecting new information with their prior knowledge.
Research on Integration of Mathematics and Literature
When children have opportunities to study and apply mathematics through
children's literature, they learn mathematical knowledge and skills by analyzing the
information in literature (Midkiff & Cramer, 1993; Monroe, 1996). Through math
literature, children can make associations between the abstract mathematical ideas and
the concrete elements provided in a story. It provides a context for strengthening and
connecting links between content areas and other learning expectations (Richardson &
Monroe, 1989; Monroe, 1996).
Many studies have been done on the whole language approach of integrating
mathematics and literature. The contents of literature and mathematics can be best
learned not as isolated fragments of knowledge in artificially contrived situations, but as
tools for constructing the active meaning. The reasons for integrating curriculum are to
provide children with learning opportunities that are more like the real world, to enhance
literary growth, to develop communication and problem solving skills, and to
accommodate different learning styles (Burnett & Wichman, 1997).
Math literature offers excellent means to attain these goals. It can become an
essential component of a comprehensive mathematical education and a strong method for
broadening mathematical thinking in the classroom and beyond. The consequence of
teaching mathematics, as a series of rules to follow or facts to memorize, makes children
perceive mathematics as not relevant to their own lives. Instead, they perceive
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mathematics as a contrived study of numbers and the exercise of ambiguous skills
(Whitin, 1994). Hong (1996) conducted a study to examine the effect of implementing
mathematics lessons integrated with a literature selection versus mathematics lessons
without literature. He found that kindergarteners taught with lessons using literature spent
more time in the mathematical area of the classroom and expressed liking mathematics
more than children who had traditional lessons.
Denton and West (2002) studied how children's literacy at kindergarten entry
related to their spring kindergarten and first grade reading and mathematical knowledge
and skills. The sample was comprised of 22,000 children who attended kindergarten
programs during the 1998-99 school year. They reported that children who recognize
letters and understand the mathematical concept of basic numbers, shapes, and relative
sizes as they enter kindergarten, show significantly higher overall reading and
mathematical knowledge and skills in the kindergarten and first grade than children who
do not have this knowledge. These results imply that early experiences of mathematical
concepts and reading skills pave the way to success in school and enable children to solve
problems and make sound decisions. This is because their experiences make them
connect mathematical concepts and reading skills to their everyday lives.
Burnett and Wichman ( 1997) designed a study with the second graders to
examine the effects of integrating children's literature with mathematics. They were
interested in the effects of math anxiety on children's ability to connect mathematical
ideas to their real lives. The results showed that children felt more comfortable and
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enthusiastic about learning mathematical concepts when literature and mathematics were
integrated in the mathematical lessons.
Integrating multicultural literature with mathematical concepts gives children of
all heritages and backgrounds access to experiences from a variety of perspectives. The
social, economic, and cultural settings of books and stories are also important when
children share literature with a class. Children demonstrate a need to identify with the
characters and stories because they are motivated and affected by them (Price, 1994).
Summary
The review of literature presented a brief summary of the rationale for
investigating reading comprehension and the acquisition of mathematical concepts
through the use of math stories with bilingual children. Mathematics and language have
always been an integral part of our daily lives and an essential part of the stories people
read and tell. The definition of literacy is no longer the ability to read and write but has
been augmented to include the tasks associated with everyday life such as: reading,
writing, speaking, using logic, and applying mathematical concepts and operations. Many
teachers have integrated children's literature and mathematics with many essentially
compelling themes. The use of children's literature in mathematics has been shown to
enhance both reading comprehension in language arts and problem solving ability in
mathematics.
Though children grow up in diverse cultures, they develop similar mathematical
understanding (Ginsburg & Baron, 1993). Bilingualism is a global phenomenon that
includes a complex array of a variety of language among all people. Bilingual children
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have demonstrated an academic advantage in the domain of cognitive flexibility
including early reading and math, and improved problem-solving skills (Bialystok, 2001 ).
Since younger children's reading ability and mathematical ability are also highly related,
not only children's reading ability but also their mathematical skills should be considered
in conceptualizing literacy.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of math storybooks on
bilingual children's math and reading comprehension and how these effects vary with age
and ethnicity. Specifically, this research was designed to identify how math stories
impact children's reading comprehension and mathematical concepts by the ages of five,
six and seven, and by Korean American and Hispanic American ethnicities. This chapter
presents the research method used in this study. It describes the participants, the basic
research design of the study, the instruments and materials used, the procedure for the
collection of data, and the statistical method used to analyze the data.
Participants
The target population was Korean American children and Hispanic American
children from ages five to seven who spoke English as a second language. They moved to
the United States with their parents, and all were non-English or limited English language
speakers. The population from which the sample was drawn is the kindergarten, first and
second grade children of the metropolitan multiethnic Miami-Dade County Public School
District located in South Florida. The median age at time of this study was 6 years of age.
The ethnic composition of the district was as follows: (a) 1.5% Asian American, (b)
60.1% Hispanic, (c) 18.9% African American, and (d) 18.4% White, which was a good
ethnic mix of children for studying Hispanic American and Korean American bilingual
children. The ratio of boys to girls was approximately the same. Forty-eight percent of
the population were boys and fifty-two percent were girls (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).
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Since the subjects in each level of the within-subjects variable (subject matter
tested) are the same subjects, only the two between-subjects variables were needed to
determine the power of the sample. The Power Analysis and Sample Size (PASS),
statistical power computer software, was used to perform power analysis and calculate
sample sizes. The sample size for the appropriate statistical power was a total of 90
subjects, 15 Korean American and 15 Hispanic American children from ages five to
seven. It was found that this sample size achieved a statistical power of. 96 for testing the
main effects of ethnicity at two levels, a statistical power of .92 for testing the main effect
of age at three levels, and .92 for testing the two-way interaction of ethnicity and age.
These levels of statistical power assumed a standardized effect size of .4 at the alpha level
of .05 (Cohen, 1988, 1992).
The participants were randomly selected from two Korean schools and two public
elementary schools in Miami, Florida. To control the effect of theSES on math and
reading comprehension scores, the family's monthly income was considered. Tables 1
and 2 show the distribution of family income and mother's educational level by ethnicity,
respectively. The distribution of the family income is almost the same between two ethnic
groups. Most of the family incomes fell between $2,000 per month and $4,000 per month
(92.25% Hispanic, 88.36% Korean). But mother's educational level was somewhat
different between two groups. As shown in Table 2, 90.70% of Korean American
children's mother and 69.84% of Hispanic American children's mother have above
undergraduate educational level.
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Table 1
Family Income by Ethnicity (N=106)
Family Incomea

Hispanic, n (%)

Korean, n (o/o)

Below 2000

3 (4.71%)

1 (2.33%)

2000-3000

17 (27.36%)

13 (30.23%)

3000-4000

41 (65.09%)

25 (58.13o/o)

2 (2.83%)

4 (6.97%)

Above 4000
Note. 8 Family income=$/month.

Table 2
Mother's Educational Level by Ethnicity (N= 106)
Educational level
Middle school

Hispanic, n (%)

Korean, n (%)

2(3.17%)

High school

17 (26.98o/o)

4 (9.30o/o)

Undergraduate

41 (65.08%)

35 (81.40o/o)

3 (4.76%)

4 (9.30%)

Graduate

As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the sample consisted of a total of 59.4% Hispanic
American children (n=63) and 40.6% Korean American children (n=43). The total of
five-year-olds comprised 34.9o/o, six-year-olds comprised 34.0%, and seven-year-olds
comprised 31.1% of the population. As presented in Table 5, the participants have stayed
in the United States for 2-7 years and their parents are first generation immigrants. In the
sample 93.4% of them have lived in the U.S. for three or more years and 6.7 o/o for two or
less.
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Table 3

The Sample Size by Ethnicity and Age (N=106)
Age
Ethnicity

5

6

7

Total

Hispanic American

22 (34.9%)

24 (38.1 %)

17 (27.0%)

63 (59.4%)

Korean American

15 (34.9%)

12 (27.9%)

16 (37.2%)

43 (40.6%)

Total

37 (34.9%)

36 (34.0%)

33 (31.1%)

106 (100%)

Table 4

The Sample Size by Ethnicity and Gender (N= 106)
Gender
Ethnicity

Male

Female

Total

Hispanic American

24 (38.1%)

39 (61.9%)

63 (59.4%)

Korean American

25 (58.1 %)

18 (41. 9o/o)

43 (40.6%)

Total

49 (46.2%)

57 (53.8%)

106 (100%)

Table 5

The Sample Size by Ethnicity and the Years in the US. (N=106)
Years in the U.S.
Ethnicity

1-2

3-5

6-7

Total

Hispanic American

5 (7.9o/o)

34 (54.0%)

24 (38.1%)

63 (59.4o/o)

Korean American

2 (4.7%)

29 (67.4%)

12 (27.9%)

43 (40.6%)

Total

7 (6.6%)

63 (59.4%)

35 (33.0%)

106 (100%)
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Research Design
A two between- and one within-subjects design was used for this study. Betweensubjects factors subdivided the sample into discrete subgroups and each subject has only
one value for a between-subjects factor. The two between-subjects variables were
ethnicity (Hispanic and Korean) and age (five, six, and seven). The within-subjects
variable was the subject area of comprehension being measured since each person was
measured at two subject areas (i.e., mathematics and reading comprehension). The
dependent variable was the comprehension scores related to the reading and
mathematical concepts. A graphical representation of 2x3x(2) mixed-model design is
shown in Appendix D.
Instruments and Materials
The experimenter developed a demographic information form to obtain children's
educational background and SES information. This form included the child's age, grade,
gender, number of siblings, family income, homeowner, and mother's educational level.
The information obtained from the form provided the experimenter with the ability to
obtain participating children's language and ethnic background.
The three math stories originally written in Korean (Choi, 2001) were translated
into English. Each story was about two hundred words in length and appropriate for
primary grade children ranging from ages five to seven. To control a cultural effect on
children's comprehension level, culturally universal or unbiased story elements (i.e.,
character, theme, settings, book style, etc.) were used in the three stories (e.g., the main
characters were a five-year-old boy, a baker, and an elephant; the story themes were a
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birthday party, baking, and playing on a seesaw; and settings are in a restaurant, a bakery,
and a park).
The three math stories, Mom and I are friends, A man who made bread, and This

is my first time to ride the seesaw, are shown in Appendix E. The three math stories
follow the conventional story structure including setting, initiating event, goals, attempts,
outcomes, and reactions (Mandler & Johnson, 1977). In Mom and I are friends, there
were three attempts, three outcomes, four reactions, and nine setting statements. In A man

who made bread, there were four attempts, four outcomes, three reactions, and nine
setting statements. In This is my first time to ride the seesaw, there were six attempts, six
outcomes, three reactions, and eight setting statements (see Appendix F).
The definition of comprehension has changed and it required different ways to
assess comprehension progress. Traditional assessments for reading comprehension and
mathematical concepts included questions whose answers were stated explicitly in the
text, and emphasized the memorization and passage recall for correct answers. The
teacher's role was asking questions for correct answers (McNeil, 1992). The instruments
for this study consisted of a total of thirty questions including fifteen reading
comprehension and fifteen mathematical concept knowledge. Instead of explicit factual
comprehension tests, the assessment for this study was based on the interactive view that
children would get meaning and clues from their prior knowledge and the author's idea
(Kamil & Pearson, 1979).
Experts in mathematics and language arts reviewed the process used in
developing the instruments for this study and assessed whether each question represented
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measurement in the intended content area. Questions for reading comprehension were
sequenced from general comprehension to specific story information. The first instrument
used was the questionnaire for Measure of Reading Comprehension Ability. The
questionnaire, developed by the experimenter, provided an assessment with a broad scope
of an individual's ability associated with reading comprehension. The fifteen test items
measured an individual's comprehension of story literary elements (i.e., setting,
character, plot, theme, style, point of view) and story plot structures (i.e., setting,
initiating event, problem/goal, attempt, outcome, reaction, consequence, resolution of the
story). The test items that belong to the story literary elements (see Appendix G) and the
story plot structure (see Appendix H) are summarized, respectively. The format of the
scale was modified from a five-point to a three-point scale to adapt the task to the
younger children in the present study. The responses of the test items were classified into
three categories: (a) one for incorrect, (b) two for partial, and (c) three for correct.
The second instrument used, developed by the experimenter, was the
questionnaire for Measure of Math Concept Ability. The questionnaire provided a broadscope assessment of individual's ability associated with mathematical concepts. The
fifteen test items measured comprehension of the following mathematical concepts: (a)
place-value, (b) counting, (c) matching, (d) ordering, (e) comparison, (f) computation,
and (g) proportional reasoning. The test items that belong to each mathematical concept
are shown in Appendix I.
In a pilot study (Chae, 2002), an internal consistency reliability test was used to
establish the reliability coefficient to be used in the measurement of the data gathered
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from the test reported here. The testing instrument was designed to measure the
relationships between mathematical concepts and reading comprehension in K-2 children.
An analysis of the pilot study results reflected Cronbach's alphas for the internal

consistency reliability of .90 for reading comprehension test and of .91 for mathematical
concept test.
Item analyses were conducted on the thirty test items hypothesized to assess two
subject areas of comprehension, fifteen for reading comprehension and fifteen for
mathematical concepts. Internal consistency reliability was estimated because there was
one administration of a test to a group. It estimates test reliability that examines the extent
to which individuals who respond one way to a test item tend to respond the same way to
other test items on the test. Cronbach's alphas were computed to obtain internal
consistency estimates of reliability for testing the reliability of instruments for the reading
comprehension and mathematical concept scale. A copy of questionnaire is included with
this study (see Appendix J). The alphas for the reading comprehension and mathematical
concept scales were .86 and .87, respectively.
Inter-rater reliability was also examined to assess whether the different raters gave
consistent estimates in their rating of responses. This experimenter took a fifteen samples
(14%) of transcribed sheets and had three raters code them independently to estabilish
inter-rater reliability. Three raters, who were doctoral students familiar with the
dependent measures in this study were used to determine the reliability of the
experimenter's evaluation of the reading and mathematical comprehension. They
independently scored the responses from comprehension questions. Although there were
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more than a dozen different techniques designed to evaluate the reliability of inter-rater
agreement (Subkoviak, 1984; Taylor & Lee, 1995), Pearson's product-moment
correlation was applied to determine the inter-rater reliability on this 14o/o of the data. As
presented in Table 6, the correlation coefficients among three raters for reading
comprehension, r=.90, .91, .93,p<.01 and for math comprehension were r=.94, .93, .95,
p<.01. This supported that inter-rater reliability among three raters was satisfactory.

Table 6
Intercorrelations among Three Raters for Math and Reading Comprehension

Rater

1

2

3

Reading comprehension (n=15)
.9o**

.91 **
.93**

2
3

Math comprehension (n=15)
1

.94**

.93**
.95**

2
3
Note.

p<.O I, Correlation is significant at the .0 I level (2- tailed).

Data Collection Procedures
Data for this research were gathered through several means: control of language
variables, teacher's introductory meeting, parent survey with parental consent form and
children's assent form (see Appendix Band C), interview with children, and scoring their
response. In conducting this study, the language variable was controlled as follows: (a)
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both Korean American children and Hispanic American children learned to speak and
were spoken to at home in their native languages, Korean and Spanish, respectively, (b)
both Korean American children and Hispanic American children learned to speak their
second language, English, when they entered school, and (c) children in this study could
speak both native language, Korean or Spanish, and English.
Ethnic and cultural effects on comprehension scores were also controlled.
Culturally or ethnically unbiased, universal, narrative story structural elements (e.g.,
characters, settings and plot), themes (e.g., birthday celebration, baking, and playing on a
seesaw), and characters (e.g., a boy, a baker and an elephant) were used to avoid ethnic
and cultural effects on the dependent variable.
The experimenter scheduled an introductory meeting with teachers and explained
the purpose and method of the study. The teachers were trained on how to handle the
book and how to read stories fluently with expression. Teachers were instructed to follow
Barrentine's reading procedure (Barrentine, 1996). Parents were asked to fill out a
demographic information form and written consent form for their child to participate in
the study before the study began. The administration of each instrument, scoring, and
interpretation of the results of the questionnaire were done in accordance with the
instrument's instructions. Interviews were conducted by trained teachers and lasted on
average from 30 to 40 minutes.
Children listened to the three different math stories and there were limited
interactions of the teacher and child. After the oral reading, the teacher asked each child
to respond orally to the open-ended reading and math comprehensive questions. Their
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responses were audiotaped and transcribed word by word by the experimenter. Children's
responses to each question were scored in three scales: (a) three points for correct
answers, (b) two points for partially correct answers, and (c) one point for incorrect
answers. Reading comprehension scores and mathematical concept scores were
composed of the total points for the fifteen test items in each subject area, respectively.
Data Analysis
The data was checked for normality and outliers before analyses were carried out.
Box's test was used to evaluate whether the assumption of homogeneity of the variancecovariance among the dependent variables was the same for all levels of the factor. The
level of significance set by the experimenter was determined to be alpha of .05.
Mixed-model ANOV As consisting of two between- one within-subjects were
conducted with the between subject factors being the age and the ethnicity, and the within
subject factor being subject area of comprehension. The overall ANOV A using
multivariate tests for the 2x3x(2) mixed-model design was conducted to evaluate the
factor of subject area for age and ethnicity, and then follow-up tests were conducted.
Simple main effect was used as follow-up test for a significant interaction effect
because main effects represented "average" effects of a factor that were known to vary
between levels of the other factor. As a follow-up test of significant simple main effect,
the pairwise comparisons by the Bonferroni method (Bonferroni, 1936) were used to
evaluate which means were significantly different from other means.
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Summary
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of math literature on bilingual
children's cognitive aspects and how these effects vary with age and ethnicity. This
chapter describes the research methods and it includes selection of participants, research
design, instruments and materials, data collection procedure, and the statistical method to
test six hypotheses. Data were collected during the 2002-2003 school year. The sample
consisted of 63 Hispanic American and 43 Korean American children from ages five to
seven. The design of study was a 2x3x(2) mixed-model design with two betweensubjects and one within-subjects variable. The two between-subjects variables were
ethnicity and age. The within-subjects variable was the subject area of comprehension
(i.e., math and reading). For reliability of the test instrument, internal consistency
analysis was conducted on the thirty test items to assess two subject areas of
comprehension. Cronbach' s alphas for the reading comprehension and mathematical
concept scales were reported as .86 and .87, respectively. Inter-rater reliability among
three raters was also satisfactory. The administration of each instrument, scoring, and
interpretation of the results of the questionnaire were done in accordance with the
experimenter's instructions. Children's responses were audiotaped and transcribed
verbatim for analysis. The results of statistical tests regarding six hypohteses are given in
chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This study examined the differences among bilingual children's reading
comprehension and mathematical concepts gained from math storybook reading by (a)
from ages five to seven, and (b) Korean American children and Hispanic American
children. The results of the statistical analyses used to examine the research questions
were presented in this chapter. Six research questions were presented as the basis for this
study with the six hypotheses generated from them.
The mixed-model ANOV A has the same basic assumptions as a standard
ANOVA. One participant's scores was independent, not influenced by another
participant's scores since each subject was assessed individually and independent from
one another. Normality assumption requires that the distribution of the dependent
variable in the population be normal. The mixed-model ANOV A is considered robust to
violation of the normal assumption (Maxwell & Delaney, 1990; Stevens, 1996). When
there are only two levels of the within-subjects variable, the sphericity assumption is met
by default if the variances are equal because there were only covariance terms (Weinfurt,
2002).
Levene's test was used to test the assumptgion of equal variance of the dependent
variable. No significant effects were found across groups, F(5, 100)=0.12,p>.05.1t
surported that the variances of the dependent variable were equal across groups. The
multivariate generalization of Box's M test was used to evaluate whether the assumption
of homogeneity of the variance-covariance among the dependent variables was the same
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for all levels of the between-subjects variables. The test for homogeneity of dispersion
matrices was not significant, F(15, 31478)=0.63,p>.05, indicating that the variances and
covariance among dependent variables were the same, or multivariate assumption of
homogeneity was met. Table 7 shows the means and standard deviations for reading and
math comprehension scores as a function of the two factors, age and ethnicity.
Table 7
Means and Standard Deviation for Three Comprehension Scores by Age and Ethnicity
(N=106)

Korean (n=43)
Age

M

SD

Hispanic (n=63)

Total (N=106)

M

M

SD

SD

Math comprehension scores
5

27.33

4.43

28.91

4.00

28.27

4.19

6

35.75

4.71

31.17

4.60

32.69

5.07

7

38.94

4.71

34.76

4.85

36.79

5.16

Reading comprehension scores
5

32.20

5.31

33.27

5.93

32.84

5.63

6

36.75

4.96

34.87

4.88

35.50

4.91

7

41.31

3.81

37.00

4.91

39.09

4.80

Total comprehension scoresa
5

59.53

9.01

62.18

8.55

61.11

8.11

6

72.50

8.64

66.04

8.63

68.19

9.05

7

80.25

7.87

71.77

9.01

75.88

9.39

Note. The maximum scores of math and reading comprehension- 45.
8
The maximum scores of total comprehension= 90.
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In this study, there were two between-subjects factors, ethnicity with two levels
(Korean and Hispanic) and age with three levels (five, six, and seven), and one withinsubjects factor, subject area with two levels (math and reading), showing the betweenand within-subjects variables in a 2x3x(2) mixed-model ANOV A. A two between- one
within- subjects ANOV A was conducted to evaluate the effect of age and ethnicity on
math, reading, and total comprehension scores.
The main effect for age and ethnicity, and the interaction effect of age and
ethnicity were tested after collapsing across the different levels of subject area. This
involves taking each child's comprehension scores of two subject areas, and then
comparing the scores for main effect and interaction effect. The scores of combined math
with reading comprehension are defined as a total comprehension scores. In this case, the
mean scores of total comprehension are 59.53 (SD=9.01) for Korean American children
with age five and 62.18 (SD=8.55) for Hispanic American children with age five (see
Table 7).
Pearson's product-moment correlation was computed for relationships among
three comprehension scores. The following correlations were obtained: (a) math
comprehension with reading comprehension (r=.73,p<.01), (b) math comprehension \\'ith
total comprehension (r=.93,p<.01), and (c) reading comprehension with total
comprehension (r=. 93, p<.O 1). All three-comprehension variables were significantly
related (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Correlations among Three Comprehension Scores (N= 106)
Subject

1

1. Math comprehension

2

3

.73**

.93**
.93**

2. Reading comprehension
3. Total comprehension
Note.

p<.O 1, Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2- tailed).

Test for Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1: The total comprehension scores of the five-year-old's are less than those of
the six-year-old's, and the total comprehension scores of the seven-year-old's are higher
than those of the six-year-old's.
The first hypothesis states that the total comprehension scores (math and reading)
reflect a pattern of five years old < six years old < seven years old. The univariate
ANOVA table for the between-subjects effects is presented in Table 9. As shown in
Table 9, there was a significant age main effect in total comprehension scores,
F(2,100)=26.64,p<.01, 11 2=.35, suggesting that there was ample power to detect age
difference in total comprehension scores.
Measures of effect size can be thought of as the correlation between an effect of
the independent variable and the dependent variable. The eta-squared (11

2
)

is a measure of

effect size, commonly used in ANOVA, which shows the proportion of variance in the
dependent variable that is attributable to each independent variable (Maxwell & Delaney,
1990). Effect sizes of11 2 around .01 are small, those around .09 are medium, and those
2

larger than .25 are large (Pedhazur, 1982; Cohen, 1988, 1992). The 11 for age effect in
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total comprehension was .35 and it falls within the category of large effect size. This
means that 35% of the variability in total comprehension scores is explained by the effect
of age.
Table 9

Analysis of Variance for Total Comprehension Scores
Source

df

F

p

112

Between subjects
Age (A)

2

26.64**

.00

.35

Ethnicity (E)

1

5.67*

.02

.05

AxE

2

4.09*

.02

.08

100

(37.17)

E within-group errora

Within subjects
Type (T)b

1

53.97**

.00

.35

TxA

2

3.38*

.04

.06

TxE

1

.67

.42

.01

TxAxE

2

1.43

.24

.03

100

(8.89)

T x E within-group errore

8

6

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. Subjects within group error. Type of
subject area. cTypexsubjects within group error.
•p<.05. ••p<.O I.

Follow-up test was conducted to examine the three pairwise differences among
ages in total comprehension scores. As shown in Table 10, there were significant
differences in total comprehension scores between pairs of mean. The total
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comprehension scores increase with age, reflecting a pattern of five years old < six years
old < seven years old.
Table 10
Pairwise Comparison among Ages in Total Comprehension Scores (N= 106)

Mean differencea
Age

M

SD

5

61.11

8.71

6

68.19

9.05

7.08*

7

75.88

9.39

14.77*

AgeS

Age6

Age 7

7.69*

Note. 8 Mean differences between pairs of means. To control for Type I error (a=.05) over the three
pairwise comparisons alpha was set at .017 (i.e., .05/3)
p<.Ol7.

Test for Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2: There is a statistically significant difference in the total comprehension
scores of Korean American children and Hispanic American children.
As shown in Table 9, there was a significant ethnicity main effect in total
2

comprehension scores, F(1,100)=5.67,p<.05, 11 =.05, suggesting that there was ample
2

power to detect ethnicity differences in total comprehension scores. The 11 for ethnicity
effect in total comprehension was .05, which falls between small and medium effect size.
This means that 5% of the variability in total comprehension scores is explained by
ethnicity.
There was a significant difference in total comprehension scores between Korean
American children and Hispanic American children. Korean American children
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(M=70.86, SD= 12.20) had statistically higher total comprehension scores than those of
Hispanic American children (M=66.24, SD=9.36).
Test for Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3: At age five, Hispanic American children have higher total comprehension
scores than Korean American children. At age seven, however, Korean American
children have higher scores than Hispanic American children.
The third hypothesis states that there will be a statistically significant interaction
effect in the total comprehension scores of Korean American children and Hispanic
American children according to their age levels. As shown in Table 9, there was a
significant interaction effect of age and ethnicity, F(2, 100)=4.09, p<.05, 11 2=.08,
suggesting that there was ample power to detect age difference in total comprehension
scores according to ethnicity. The eta-squared (11 2 ) for the interaction of age and ethnicity
was .08, which was categorized as a medium effect size. This means that 8o/o of the
variability in total comprehension scores is related to the variability of interaction of age
and ethnicity.
As a follow-up test for a significant interaction effect, a simple main effect test
was conducted to evaluate for interaction comparisons (Green, Salkind, & Akey, 2000).
In this study, the ethnicity (or the age) simple main effects were examined as a follow-up
test. The effect of ethnicity on the total comprehension scores was separately analyzed by
each age level, and the effect of age level on the total comprehension scores was
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separately analyzed by each ethnicity. The profile plot in Figure 1 was created by
selecting ages as the horizontal axis variables and ethnicity as the separate line variables.
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Figure 1. Profile plots of interaction of ethnicity and age
in total comprehension scores
As presented in Table 11, there were no statistically significant differences in total
comprehension scores between Korean American children and Hispanic American
children at age five, F(1, 100)=.84,p>.017, 112=.01, and at age six, F(l, 100)=4.49,
p>.017, 11 2=.04. But, significant differences were found between Korean American
2

children and Hispanic American children at age seven, F(l, 100)=7.98,p<.017, 11 =.01.
The 112 for the simple main effect of ethnicity within age seven was .07 and it falls
within the category of medium effect size. This means that 7o/o of the variability in total
comprehension scores is explained by the effect of ethnicity within age seven.
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Table 11
The Results of the Simple Main Effects for Ethnicity within Ages 5, 6, and 7
Source

F

p

112

.84

.36

.01

df

AgeS
Age6

1

4.49

.04

.04

Age7

1

7.98*

.01

.07

Error

100

(74.33)

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. To control for Type I error (a=.05)
across the three simple main effects, alpha was set for each at .017 (i.e., .05/3).
•p<.Ol7.

Table 12 shows the scores of total comprehension for ages of five through seven.
The Korean American children had statistically higher total comprehension scores than
those of Hispanic American children at age seven.
Table 12
Means and Standard Deviation for Total Comprehension Scores by Age and Ethnicity
(N=106)

Korean (n=43)

Hispanic (n=63)

Total (N=1 06)

Age

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

5

59.53

9.01

62.18

8.55

61.11

8.11

6

72.50

8.64

66.04

8.63

68.19

9.05

7

80.25

7.87

71.77

9.01

75.88

9.39

As shown in Table 13, simple main effects for age were examined to evaluate the
difference among ages for Korean American children and Hispanic American children,
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separately. The profile plot in Figure 2 was created using ethnicity as the horizontal axis
variable and age as the separate bars.
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in total comprehension scores
As shown in Table 13, there were statistically significant differences in total
comprehension scores among three different age-groups for Korean American children,
F(2, 100)=5.93,p<.025, 11 2=.31 and for Hispanic American children, F(2, 100)=22.65,
p<.025, 11 2=.11. The 11 2 for the simple main effect of age within Korean American

children was .31 and it falls within the category of large effect size. This means that 31%
of the variability in total comprehension scores is explained by the effect of age within
Korean American children. The 11 2 for the simple main effect of age within Hispanic
American children was .11 and it falls within the category of large effect size. This means
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that 11 o/o of the variability in total comprehension scores is explained by the effect of age
within Hispanic American children. The effect of age is greater in Korean American
children than in Hispanic American children.
Table 13

The Results of the Simple Main Effects for Age within Korean American Children
and Hispanic American Children
Source

df

F

p

112

Korean American

2

22.65**

.000

.31

Hispanic American

2

5.94**

.004

.11

100

(74.33)

Error

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. To control for Type I error (a=.05)
across the two simple main effects, alpha was set for each at .025 (i.e., .05/2).
•p<.025. ••p<.O 1.

The error rate across the entire study increased for the multiple significance tests
within a single sample. As presented in Table 14, the Bonferroni method of multiple
comparisons was conducted as a follow-up test to evaluate the three pairwise differences
among means for Korean American children and Hispanic American children.
The results of these tests, as well as the means and standard deviations for the
three age groups, are also presented in Table 14. For Korean American children, there
were significant differences in total comprehension scores between ages of five and six;
and between ages of five and seven. But no significant differences were found between
ages of six and seven.
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For Hispanic American children, there were significant differences in total
comprehension scores between ages of five and seven. But no significant differences
were found in total comprehension scores between ages of five and six; and between ages
of six and seven.
Table 14

Differences among Ages in Total Comprehension Scores for Korean American Children
and Hispanic American Children (N= 106)
Mean differencea
Age

M

SD

Age5

Age6

Age7

Korean American children (n=43)

5

29.77

5.41

6

36.25

4.76

7

40.13

4.38

10.36*

3.88
Hispanic American children (n=63)

5

31.09

5.46

6

33.02

5.05

1.93

7

35.88

4.94

4.79*

2.86

Note. 8 Mean differences between pairs of means. To control for Type I error (a=.05) over the three
pairwise comparisons within each etnicity, overall alpha rate was divided by the number of significance
tests (i.e., .025/x3=.008) .
•p<.008
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Test for Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4: Children score higher on story comprehension than they do on math
comprehension at age five, but they score lower on story comprehension than they do on
math comprehension at age seven.
The fourth hypothesis states that both story and math comprehension scores
increase with age, and there will be an interaction effect of age and subject area in
comprehension scores. As shown in Table 9, the ANOVA for the within-subjects effects
indicated that there were statistically significant within-subjects effects: the main effect
of subject area, F(l,l00)=53.97,p<.Ol, 11 2=.35, and the interaction effect of subject area
and age, F(2, 100)=3.38, 112=.06, p<.05.
The 11 2 for the main effect of subject area was .35 and it falls within the category
of large effect size. This means that 35% of the variability in comprehension scores is
explained by the effect of subject area. The 112 for the interaction effect of subject area
and age was .06 and it falls within the category of medium effect size. This means that

6% of the variability in comprehension scores is explained by the interaction effect of
subject area and age.
Because the interaction of subject and age was significant, the subject simple
main effect test was conducted (i.e., the differences between math and reading
comprehension scores within each age group, and the differences among ages within each
subject area). As shown in Figure 3, the profile plots were created by selecting age as the
horizontal axis variable and subject area as the separate line variable.
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in total comprehension scores
Table 15 showed that there were statistically significant differences between math
and reading comprehension scores at age five, F(1, 206)=15.50,p<.017, 11 2=.01 and at
age six, F(l, 206)=5.69, p<.017, 11 2=.03. No statistically significant differences were
found between math and reading comprehension scores at age seven, F(1, 206)=3.51,

p>.017, 11 2=.02. The 11 2 for the simple main effect of subject area within age five was .07
and it falls within the category of medium effect size. This means that 7% of the
variability in comprehension scores is explained by the effect of subject area within age
five. The 112 for the simple main effect of subject area within age seven was .03 and it
falls within the category of small effect size. This means that 3% of the variability in
comprehension scores is explained by the effect of subject area within age seven. The
effect size of subject area is greater in five-year-olds than in six-year-olds.
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Table 15
The Results of the Simple Main Effects for Subject Area within Ages 5, 6, and 7
Source

F

p

112

15.50*

.00

.07

df

Age 5
Age6

1

5.69*

.01

.03

Age 7

1

3.51

.06

.02

Error

206

(24.91)

Note.Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors.To control for Type I error (a=.05)
across the three simple main effects of the differences between math and reading comprehension scores
within each age group, alpha was set for each at .017 (i.e., .05/3= .0 17) .
•p<.017.

Table 16 showed the means and standard deviation for math and reading
comprehension scores by age. Children aged five and six have statistically higher reading
comprehension scores than math comprehension scores. But, there were no statistically
significant differences between math comprehension scores and reading comprehension
scores at age seven.
Table 16
Means and Standard Deviation for Math and Reading Comprehension Scores by Age
(N=106)

Reading comprehension scores

Math comprehension scores
Age

M

SD

M

SD

5

28.27

4.19

32.84

5.63

6

32.69

5.07

35.50

4.91

7

36.79

5.16

39.09

4.80
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As presented in Table 17, there were statistically significant differences in math
comprehension scores among ages five, six, and seven, F(2, 206)=25.48,p<.025, 11 2=.20
and in reading comprehension among ages five, six, and seven, F(2, 206)=13.73,p<.025,

112=.12.
2

The 11 for the simple main effect of age within math subject area was .20 and it
falls within the category of large effect size. This means that 20% of the variability in
comprehension scores is explained by the effect of age within math subject area. The 112
for the simple main effect of age within reading subject area was .13 and it falls within
the category of large effect size. This means that 13% of the variability in comprehension
scores is explained by the effect of age within reading subject area. The effect size of age
is greater in math subject area than in reading subject area.
Table 17
The Results of the Simple Main Effects for Age within Math and Reading Comprehension
Source

F

df

p

112

Math subject

2

.000

.20

Reading subject

2

.000

.12

Error

206

(24.91)

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square errors. To control for type I error (a=.05)
across the two simple main effects of the differences among ages 5, 6, and 7 within each subject area, alpha
was set for each at .025 (i.e., .05/2=.025). *p<.025.

As shown in Table 18, follow-up test were conducted to examine the three
pairwise differences among ages within math and reading subject area. There were
significant differences in math comprehension scores between ages of five and six, ages
of five and seven, and ages of six and seven.
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Table 18

Pairwise Comparison among Ages within Math Comprehension (N= 106)
Mean differencea
Age

M

SD

5

28.27

4.19

6

32.69

5.07

36.79

5.16

7

Age 5

Age6

8.52*

4.09*

Age 7

8

Note. Mean differences between pairs of means. To control for Type I error (a=.05) over the three
pairwise comparisons alpha was set at .008(i.e., .025/3). •p<.008.

As shown in Table 19, there were significant differences in reading subject area
between ages of five and seven. But, no differences were found between ages of five and
six, and ages of six and seven. The results of this comparison supported the research
hypothesis IV. This also suggests that developmental trend in reading increases in steady
in primary grades.
Table 19

Pairwise Comparison among Ages within Reading Comprehension (N= 106)
Mean differencea
Age 5

Age

M

SD

5

32.84

5.63

6

35.50

4.91

2.66

39.09

4.86

6.25*

7

Age6

Age7

3.59

Note. Mean differences between pairs of means. To control for Type I error (a=.05) over the three
pairwise comparisons, overall alpha rate was divided by the number of significance tests (i.e., .025/3=.008).
p<.008.
8
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Test for Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5: Korean American children earn higher scores on math than on reading
comprehension, but Hispanic American children have the same scores on the two subject
comprehension tests.
The fifth hypothesis states that there are ethnic differences in early math
achievement and in reading comprehension. That is, there will be an interaction effect of
ethnicity and subject area in comprehension scores. As shown in Table 9, there were no
statistically significant two-way interaction of subject area and ethnicity, F(l, 100)=.67,
2

p>.05, 11 =.01, indicating that there were no ethnic differences between math

comprehension scores (Korean: M=34.00, Hispanic: M=31.35) and reading
comprehension scores (Korean: M=36.86, Hispanic: M=34.89). The results of this
comparison supported the research hypothesis V.
Test for Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6: There are significant differences in story comprehension scores and math
comprehension scores between Korean American children and Hispanic American
children by ages five, six, and seven.
The sixth hypothesis states that there will be a second-order interaction effect of
age and ethnicity when the two subject areas are considered. As shown in Table 9, there
was no significant three-way interaction effect of subject area, age, and ethnicity,
F(2,100)=1.43,p>.05, 11 2=.03. This indicated that there were no significant differences in
math comprehension scores and reading comprehension scores between Korean
American children and Hispanic American children by the age level. The results of this
comparison supported the research hypothesis VI.
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Summary
This chapter included an analysis of the data relevant to the six hypotheses. The
multivariate generalization of Box's M test showed that the test for homogeneity of
dispersion matrices was nonsignificant, indicating that the variances and covariance
among dependent variables were the same, or multivariate assumption of homogeneity
was met. The overall ANOVA for the 2x3x(2) mixed-model design was conducted to test
six hypotheses with the main effect and interaction effect. As a follow-up test, simple
main effect and post hoc tests were conducted. Two main effects of age and ethnicity and
the interaction effect of age and ethnicity were found to be significant in total
comprehension. Significant differences were found in total comprehension scores
between Korean American children and Hispanic American children at age seven, but no
differences were found between Korean American children and Hispanic American
children at ages five and six. There were significant differences in comprehension scores
by the main effect of subject area and the interaction effect of subject area and age. But
no significant differences were found in the three-way interaction effect (i.e., subject
area, age, and ethnicity) and the interaction effect of subject area and ethnicity. At ages
five and six, children have higher scores on reading comprehension than on math, but no
differences were found between math and reading comprehension scores at age seven.
The following chapter will explain the results from this chapter in the framework that
motivates this study. In order to critically evaluate the results of this study, implications
for future research will be addressed.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The general and specific problems addressed in this study are now examined in
light of the evidence. In this chapter, results of the research are reviewed and are
discussed. Conclusions are drawn from the results and findings, implications for
classroom instruction are suggested, and ideas for future research are also presented.
Math literature lessons have been used to hold children's attention and add an
aesthetic dimension to teaching mathematical concepts (Whitin & Wilde, 1992). Children
could experience connecting math and literature as they learned mathematical concepts
and not even be aware of it (Lightsey, 1996). Price (1994) found a dramatic difference in
the way children interpreted math stories. Children were motivated and affected by main
character's emotions or feelings, but it was hard for them to understand and enjoy the
math stories without understanding the mathematical concepts.
In previous research, cultural backgrounds and ethnicity affected children's
comprehension and literary responses to storybooks (Gaida, 1990; Young, 1999; Bell &
Clark, 1998). In this study, culturally unbiased, universal themes and characters were
used as story elements to control for possible ethnic differences between Korean
American children and Hispanic American children. Although children's attitudes toward
the story were not examined, the experimenter noted that most children who participated
in this study paid attention during story reading and seemed to enjoy the three math
stories.
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Discussion of Findings
The findings of this study support prior findings that mathematical concepts in
math storybooks affected children's reading comprehension and their acquisition of the
mathematical concepts. Children learned at different rates, but they could develop higher
mental tools by connecting story structure with mathematical concepts (van den Broek,
1997; Pate, Homestead, & McGinnis, 1997). Also, children's daily living situations could
be used to construct mathematical knowledge (Noddings, 1990; Ball, 1988).
Developmental Trend for Comprehension of Math Storybooks
Children's mathematical reasoning is dependent on support from others and
environmental circumstances, but it develops progressively (Kincade, 1991 ). In this
study, children's comprehension of math storybooks developed progressively as observed
in the significant differences by ages (i.e., age five< age six< age seven). Although the
stories were not directly related to the ~hildren's real lives, the older children responded
correctly to the mathematically related questions. Kamii and Lewis ( 1990) explained this
developmental progression as children's connecting their background knowledge with the
context to construct psychological meaning, resulting in the development of new
mathematical concepts that could be used as new mental tools to solve more challenging
problems.
Children use cognitive and metacognitive strategies, (e.g., accessing prior
knowledge) to engage their mind in the story so that they can respond to the author's idea
(Kamil & Pearson, 1979; Thorndyke, 1977). The results of this study showed how
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children's cognition developed and how they connected their experiences with a context
in the story to solve problems. The three math stories offered the children a bridge to
understanding that the characters in the story had problems, feelings and experiences like
their own. For example, a five-year-old child began talking about his real life experience
instead of the event that occurred in the story (e.g., his birthday, his mom baking bread,
when he was on a seesaw). On the contrary, an older child was lengthy, precise, accurate,
and creative in his response, and knew how to tie the questions to real life. When asked
how a seesaw works, one older child, seven years old, responded, "With a lot of animals.
You need almost ten people to play on the seesaw with elephant." In contrast, a five-yearold child answered, "When is even?'' and "Somebody on one side and the other one is
somebody else." The older children seem to identify story context clues and use their
prior knowledge to answer the questions (Kamil & Pearson, 1979), and they understood
the mathematical concepts of weight and balance.
Ethnic Trend for Comprehension of Math Storybooks
This study examined differences in total comprehension ability between Korean
American children and Hispanic American children according to their ages. When the
two subject areas of math and reading were combined, there was a significant ethnic
difference between Korean American children and Hispanic American children. But, no
differences were found when total comprehension was divided into each subject area.
Even though there were no ethnic differences in each of two subject areas, children's
combined scores on these two subject areas showed a significant ethnic effect for the total
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comprehension scores. This study reported a correlation of the two subject areas of math
and reading (see Table 8), also supported by previous studies that recommended an
integrated curriculum (Kain, 1993; West, Denton, & Germino-Hausken, 2000).
The data in this study indicated that there is a significant interaction effect of age
and ethnicity in total comprehension ability. For the Korean American children,
significant differences were found in total comprehension between ages of five and six,
but no differences between ages of six and seven. For Hispanic American children, there
were significant differences on total scores between ages of six and seven, but no
differences between ages of five and six. It appeared that Korean American children
progressed more at younger ages, five to six, while Hispanic American children increased
more at older ages, six to seven. Further, by seven years of age, Korean American
children have higher total comprehension scores than those of Hispanic American
children. It was clear from this measure that the children's cognitive development differs
by their ethnic background. Overall comprehension of the Korean American children
improves at a faster rate than that of Hispanic American children.
This result can also be related to the studies that examined the relationship
between family educational involvement and maternal employment. Maternal
employment has been shown to affect a mother's involvement in children's education and
to have a negative impact on parenting (Hughes & Galinsky, 1989; Voydanoff, 1988;
Weiss et al., 2003). Previous studies (Chavkin, 1993; Eccles & Harold, 1993; Nord &
West, 2001) also suggested that full-time working mothers of children had less
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involvement in their children's education and thus, a negative influence on the children's
achievement. The distribution of maternal employment in this study was non-working
(Korean=76.74%, Hispanic=63.49%), part-time employment, (Korean=l6.28%,
Hispanic=25.40o/o), and full-time employment (Korean=6.98%, Hispanic=ll.ll %). So, it
appeared that Hispanic American children's mother has a slightly higher percentage of
employment than Korean American children's mother in the sample. The maternal work
percentages may be a factor supporting the findings of higher scores in total
comprehension for Korean American children than Hispanic American children.
Subject Area Trend for Comprehension of Math Storybooks
This study examined younger children's reading comprehension and
mathematical comprehension of math storybooks. Both reading and mathematical
comprehension were examined related to age and ethnicty.
Subject area by age. Significant differences were found in the interaction of the
subject area and age. At ages five and six, children have higher scores on reading
comprehension than on math comprehension but no significant differences were found
between math comprehension scores and reading comprehension scores by age seven.
Result also showed that mathematical concepts develop more rapidly than that of reading
comprehension from ages five through seven. From a Vygotskian perspective (Vygotsky,
1986), children's cognitive skills develop through social interaction. Dixon-Krauss
( 1996) explained how children develop both spontaneously and scientifically. They gain
unstable, concrete knowledge through their everyday life (i.e., spontaneous concepts) or
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learn within a formal instructional system (i.e., scientific concepts). Mathematical
concepts are more abstract and logical than the story concepts, and are less susceptible to
be learned in everyday life. With schooling, children are moving into scientific concept
categories and develop a high level of abstraction and mathematical concepts.
Reading comprehension. Illustrations are also an important factor in children's
books because they add interest to a text, and provide clues to the meaning of the story. If
they were highly related to the story words and concepts, illustrations could provide
excellent support to emerging readers (Combs, 2002).
For example, in the first story, Mom and I Are Friends, the candles on their
birthday cake represented the mother's age. The young children counted the illustrated
candles to figure out the mother's age without noting the candles were color coded to
represent ten or place-value. The seven-year-old seemed to absorb all the reading
materials in its full detail including its illustrations.
Mathematics comprehension. Children develop mathematical skills and concepts
in their everyday activities and are able to use mathematical concepts that they acquire in
informal procedure (i.e., everyday activities) to solve problems that arise in their practice
(Lave, 1988). The mathematical concepts might have prompted the children to count and
compute the problems instead of actually tying it in with the whole comprehension of the
story (Gailey, 1993). They challenged the children and helped with the comprehension of
the story by changing the children's thought process. The mathematical concepts made
the children use their imaginations or minds to think different possibilities on what to do,
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add or match, and how to do it to understand what is happening in the story. The results
of this study showed that the mathematical concepts in the stories had less affect on
younger children's comprehension than on older children's comprehension.
In the first story, Mom and I Are Friends, the size of the candles, indicating placevalue, was so subtle that children did not understand all of the conversations about the
boy's and the mother's ages in the story. When a five-year-old boy was asked, "Why did
Youngwoo think that he and his mom are the same age?"(Question #M2, see Appendix
J), he replied, "Because they were both smaller than the dad." As Labinowicz (1980)
suggested, most children from ages five to six did not understand place-value. In this
study five- and six-year-old children were confused as to why the candle sizes were
different. Younger children were also beginning to develop problem-solving skills and
were able to think beyond the text. When a five-year-old girl was asked, "Why are the
candles different sizes?"(Question #Ml, see Appendix J), she answered, "Because some
melted." The older children were sure that the parents of the boy in the story were
laughing because the boy thought he and his mother were the same age, and they
recognize that was impossible. On the contrary, the younger children thought they were
laughing because they were happy and proud of him.
In response to a question on counting (Question #M4, see Appendix J), it seemed
difficult for the children to determine the number of days on the calendar shown in the
book. They looked at all the days one by one instead of just jumping to the end of the
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month to figure out how many days were in May. The response of a younger child was
built on the basis of recalling the birthday parties or the presents in the celebration itself.
Subject area by ethnicity. In a previous study, Denton and West (2002) found that
there were significant ethnic differences in children's math and reading knowledge/skills.
Results from this study indicate that there is no significant difference between math and
reading comprehension by ethnicity between Korean American children and Hispanic
American children.
Stigler, Lee, and Stevenson ( 1986) found that the linguistic characteristics of
numeration systems are related to children's mathematical competences, and the
languages used for numeration systems influence children's mathematical concept
development. Previous studies suggested that the languages used for numeration systems
influence young children's mathematical competence (Ifrah, 1985; Fuson & K won,
1992). The speed of pronouncing number words can vary across languages, and that
speed may be associated with national differences in children's memory span for
numbers (Stigler, Lee, & Stevenson, 1986). In Korean, number words can be said more
quickly than in Spanish, causing Korean American children to have a numerical span that
exceeds that of Hispanic American children. This ability to keep more Korean than
Spanish number words in short term memory may influence the acquisition of early
mathematical concepts. If this were true, we would expect that Korean American children
would have higher mathematical comprehension scores. But, in this study there was no
difference in mathematical comprehension by ethnicity. The results of present study
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showed that language did not significantly contribute to an ethnic difference in children's
mathematical concept acquisition.
Stigler et al. (1986) did not examine or control SES or children's educational
background in their study. In the present study, children were of similar SES and in U.S.
schools with similar educational environments. When schooling and SES are held
constant, perhaps ethnicity and native language factors do not explain children's
individual differences in comprehension ability. This seems to indicate that SES, and
perhaps instructional technique and schooling system are the variables that should be
considered to find children's individual differences in their educational achievement,
rather than ethnicity itself.
Conclusions
The findings of this study justify the following conclusions applicable to the
population of this study:
1. There was a positive relationship between children's total comprehension scores
and age level. Children's total comprehension abilities are developed as a gradual
process. As children's age increases, their total comprehension scores also
increase. Children aged seven have higher scores in total comprehension than
children from ages five to six.
2. There was a significant ethnic difference in total comprehension scores. Korean
American children have higher scores in total comprehension than those of
Hispanic American children. Korean American children showed greater changes
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in their comprehension skills from kindergarten to first grade (ages five and six),
whereas Hispanic American children showed greater changes from first to second
grade (ages six and seven).
3. There was a significant interaction effect of age and ethnicity in total
comprehension. This means that total comprehension ability develops at different
rates by ethnicity. A significant difference was found at age seven. At age seven,
Korean American children have higher total comprehension scores than Hispanic
American children. No significant differences were found in total comprehension
scores between Korean American children and Hispanic American children at
ages five and six.
4. There was a significant interaction effect of subject area and age in the
comprehension scores. Children have higher scores in reading comprehension
ability than in math comprehension at ages five and six, but no significant
differences were found between reading and math comprehension scores at age
seven.
5. There was no significant two-way interaction of subject area and ethnicity in the
comprehension scores. No ethnic differences were found between Korean
American children and Hispanic American children in math and in reading
comprehension scores.
6. There were no significant differences in math comprehension scores and reading
comprehension scores by age and ethnicity. No significant differences were found
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in story comprehension ability and in mathematical concept acquisition for
children of ages five, six, and seven according to the ethnicity of Korean and
Hispanic.
Implications
There are a number of implications for practitioners that can be drawn from the
findings in this study. Younger children who possess early literacy and mathematical
skills perform better in their later formal schooling than those who do not. The findings
from this study will help educators understand the importance of bilingual children's
early education and will make curriculum designers find methods for enhancing
comprehension abilities of bilingual children through integrating specific subjects
together.
First, an implication from the findings in this study examines the ways teachers
make questions for assessing the children's responses to the mathematical literature.
Good assessment should be built on theoretical bases (i.e., reading process theory, reader
response theory, and schema theory), and it should be grounded in the kinds of skills and
conceptual understandings children will need for their future success. Children should be
individually assessed rather than given a paper and pencil form of assessment. The
assessments should incorporate various problems that offer a range of difficulty to which
children can respond. Teacher's questioning skills should also include an emphasis on
requiring children to trace their thought processes and such skills should be applied
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across all subject areas so that children have the opportunity to develop their own
metacognitive abilities.
Second, a practical implication that can be drawn from this study is the
importance of utilizing an integrated subject approach. Integrated learning experiences
furnish bilingual children a more realistic and authentic glimpse of the real world, and it
helps children develop thinking and problem-solving skills that are learned through an
interdisciplinary approach.
Third, children who have specific cognitive knowledge and skills are likely to be
at an advantage in classroom learning compared to peers who do not possess such
resources because they possess positive approaches to learning and perform better in
reading and mathematics achievement than those without these resources (Denton &
West, 2002). Learning involves everyday conflict-generating problem solving. It is
important for children to use mathematical skills in their everyday activities outside of
school. Everyday activities may serve and help children to see the real world application
of the mathematical concepts in other subject areas. Spontaneous concepts are learned
upward from sensory experiences to generalization, whereas scientific concepts are
learned downward through written symbols to examples. Schooling should interface
spontaneous and scientific concepts to ensure the highest comprehension.
Fourth, culturally relevant math and reading instruction gives new challenges to
teachers and educators. Educators continue to seek out different ways to motivate and to
educate their children in the area of reading and math. From a culturally relevant
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perspective, all children acquire mathematical concepts and story schema that are
required for their cultural circumstances (Pellegrini & Stanic, 1993). Ethnic and age
differences in younger children's cognitive knowledge reflect the opportunities that
children have to engage in the integrating activity of mathematic and literature.
Fifth, the teacher's questions in reading time should lead and motivate children to
think as they read to acquire information, making them activate their prior knowledge in
order to help them understand what they read in the text (Ogle, 1986). The teacher should
encourage children to extend their thinking by asking questions that require them to
consider the substance of information. Questions based on frequent experiences are more
helpful for correct responses than less frequent experiences (Morgan, 1981). Children's
reading comprehension can be improved when the story grammar is taught with questions
that are related to story schema (Turetzky, 1982). When asking questions, the teacher
should pay attention to the source of information the reader needs the most to answer the
question. Some questions promote just recall of information that is actually stated in the
text or textually explicit. Other questions require that they think about the information
presented because it is textually implicit.
Suggestions for Future Research
The results of this study lead to several recommendations for future research in
the area of integration curriculum in younger children. The results of this study showed
that integrating children's literacy into mathematics instruction could promote their
attitudes toward mathematics and literature. First, future efforts may need to focus on the
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canonical correlations between the set of story literary elements and the set of
mathematical concept factors. Which variables in the set of mathematical concepts are
related to the variables in the set of story elements according to the developmental stage?
That is, do the children who are more capable in the mathematical concepts of counting
and matching demonstrate highly on characters and settings in the story elements?
Second, it needs to clarify the effects of mother's employment on children's
reading and mathematics achievement. Difference in the amount of time spent
volunteering at school, checking homework, and restricting T.V., computer, or video
need investigated.
Third, the findings of this study showed that language factor did not contribute to
the bilingual children's differences in the subject area of reading and math. It also needs
to compare the bilingual children to the native English-speaking children in their
comprehension abilitiy. Future study will enable teachers and researchers to draw a more
accurate and global picture of integrating mathematics and reading subject areas in
culturally or ethnically diverse classrooms.
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APPENDIXB
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
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FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNivERSITY

Miamis public research university
PARENTAL CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
Title: Children's Aesthetic and Cognitive Responses to Math Storybooks

My name is Chanho Chae. I am a doctoral student at Florida International University. 1
would like for your child to be in my research study. I will be studying how reading math
storybooks to children helps their reading and their math comprehension.
He/she will listen to three different math stories, discuss the stories, and answer questions
about them. Your child will hear the stories in his/her native language. It will take about 30-45
minutes.
There are no risks to your child as a participant in this study. There is no cost and no
payment to your child. There are no direct benefits to participants in this study. However, your
help will give us information on how children respond to the math storybooks both cognitively
and aesthetically.
Your child's responses will be confidential. A random number, not your child's name, will
identify the data. All data and materials related to this study are private and will not be shared
with anyone unless required by law.
1 understand that my child or I can ask questions now or later pertaining to this research.
1 understand that I can contact Mr. Chae, at 305-275-1223 (cchae01@fiu.edu) for answers to
questions. If I have questions about my child as a research subject I can contact the
Chairperson of the Institutional Review Board at Florida International University, Dr. Bernard
Gerstman at 305-348-3115 or 305-348-2494.

1 give permission for my c h i l d , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · to participate in this study.
Chilcl"sN11111C

1 have explained the research procedure, subject rights and answered questions asked by the
participant. I have offered him/her a copy of this informed consent form.
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for my class at the university.
I will be studying how to read math storybooks to children. You will
listen to three math storybooks, talk about the stories and answer questions
about them. You will hear the stories in Spanish, Korean, or English. It will
take about 30-45 minutes.
I will ask your parents if you can be in my research to help me with my
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APPENDIXD
TWO BETWEEN -ONE WITHIN SUBJECTS DESIGN

Subject Area
Age

Reading

Math

5
Sts

Korean

6

St6
St7

7
Ethnicity

5

Hispanic

6

7
Sto6

Note. The layout ofthis design is based on Kirk (1994), Jude and McClelland (1989).
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APPENDIXE
THE THREE MATH STORIES
STORY 1

Mom And I Are Friends

Youngwoo's eyes became round as he looked at the calendar.
Laugher came from his mouth.
On the 3rd, there was a red flower drawn.
"That's right. Today is mom's birthday!"
In the evening, Youngwoo went to the bus station.
He met his dad and bought red roses and a cake.
In a hurry, Youngwoo and his father went to the biggest restaurant in the neighborhood.
Mother was already there.
"Happy birthday."
Dad gave mom the flowers. Mom's eyes sparkled with happiness.
"Shall we light the candles and sing?" Dad took out the cake and Youngwoo took the
candles from the white envelope.
Then, his eyes became big and his mouth became squiggled.
"What's wrong?" Mom and dad asked.
"We are in big trouble."
"Why?"
"The bakery lady must have thought it was my birthday."
"Look at this."
"What?"
"One, two, three, four, five! We have only five candles."
"Mom only needs five candles." Dad said.
"Yeah, just light the candles." Mom said.
Youngwoo put the candles on the cake.
So with his finger, he counted each of the candles.
"One, two, three, four, five! Mom and I are the same age!"
"One, two, three, four, five! Youngwoo and Mom are the same age!"
Youngwoo bursted out laughing.
Mom and Dad bursted out laughing, too.
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STORY2
A Man Who Made Bread

In a village, there lived a baker who made delicious bread.
The man's bread was unique.
The bread was rolled like Cinnamon Bread and it was thick and round.
If you buy bread once, it will last for a few days.
One day the man's oven broke.
Every time the fire went out, and the fire was getting weaker.
The baker called someone to fix the oven.
After the repairman worked here and there on the oven he said,
"It's too old so I can't fix it. I suggest you buy a new oven."
The man jumped in surprise.
"No, it can't be. This oven is my friend. I can't throw my friend away."
The man tried and tried to make the bread again.
But it did not go well.

'How can I cook from this oven again?'
The man hugged his bowl and thought deeply.
Then he hit his knee.
"Eureka!"
The man made the batter into skinny rolls.
The man made it as thin as his finger.
He put the new batter in the oven. It came out as a crispy cracker.
The baker's store got more customers.
In the morning, people waited in line to buy the thin bread.
"Baker, this thin bread is tastier than the thick one. You make good bread."
The people praised the baker's skill.
The baker was very happy.
He covered his mouth and whispered to himself.
"Thank you. Oven."
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STORY 3
This Is My First Time to Ride the Seesaw

At one end of the seesaw an elephant sat sadly.
He wanted to ride the seesaw, but no one wanted to play with him
Nobody could ride the seesaw with the elephant.
The elephant was so heavy that the seesaw wouldn't move.
Two bunnies passing the playground asked, "Elephant, what are you doing?"
"Just sitting."
"Do you want to ride the seesaw?"

"Yeah."
"Really? Then lets ride together."
The bunnies got on the seesaw.
But the seesaw did not move.
The elephant was too heavy and the bunnies were too light.
The bunnies called some passing foxes.
"Foxes, play with us."
"OK, let's play together."
Three foxes climbed onto the seesaw. But the seesaw did not move.
The elephant is heavy but the bunnies and foxes are light.
The foxes were looking around and saw some raccoons.
"Raccoons, play with us."
"OK, lets play together."
Two raccoons got on the seesaw. The seesaw moved a little.
But it was still impossible to play.
The elephant is heavy but the bunnies, foxes, and raccoons are light.
The raccoons smelled and then found the squirrels.
"Squirrels, play with us."
"OK, let's play together."
Four squirrels got on the seesaw. Then the seesaw became more even.
"Shall we find more friends to play with us?"
The squirrels called some monkeys playing on the tree.
"Monkeys, play with us."
"OK, let's play together."
Three monkeys got on the seesaw.
The seesaw became more even.
Flying birds asked, "Can we play too?"
"OK, come here. Play together."
Four Birds sat on their friends' heads and shoulders.
Finally, the seesaw became even.
Elephant went up and down and had fun.
"It is really fun to play!"
The elephant's sad face turned happy.
"Wow! Fun for real!"
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APPENDIXF
ANALYSES OF STORY STRUCTURE FOR THE THREE MATH STORIES

Math stories
Mom and I are friends

A man who made bread

Settings
(Characters,
place, time)

mom, dad, Youngwoo,
bakery lady, on the third,
mom's birthday, in the
evening, bus station, the
biggest restaurant,

a baker, the repairman, the
oven, customers, one day,
from the morning, every
time, in a village, the
baker's store.

elephant, bunnies, foxes,
raccoons, squirrels, monkeys,
birds, at the end of seesaw.

Initiating
event

He looked at the calendar.

The man's oven broke.

At one end of the seesaw an
elephant sat sadly.

Goals

To give mama
Happy birthday!

The fire went out.
To fix the oven.

He wanted to ride the seesaw,
but nobody could ride the
seesaw with the elephant.

Attempts

A 1: Youngwoo went to
the bus station.
A2: Dad gave mom the
flowers.
A3 Mom and I are the
same age.

A 1: The repair man worked
here and there.
A2: I suggest you buy a new
one.
A3: The man tried to make
the bread again.
A4: The man made the
batter into skinny rolls.

A 1: The bunnies got on the
seesaw.
A2: Three foxes climbed onto
the seesaw.
A3: Two raccoons got on the
seesaw.
A4: Four squirrels got on the
seesaw.
A5: Three monkeys got on the
seesaw.
A6: Four birds sat on their
friends' head and
shoulders.

Outcomes

01 : He met his dad.
02: Mom's eyes sparkled
with happiness.
03: Mom and dad burst
out laughing.

01: I can't fix it.
02: I can't throw my friend
(oven) away.
03: It did not go well.
04: The baker's store got
more customers.

01: The seesaw did not move.
02: The seesaw did not move.
03: The seesaw moved a little.
04: The seesaw became more
even.
05: The seesaw became more
even.
06: Elephant went up and
down and had fun.

Reactions

R 1: Laugher came from
his mouth.
R2: Mom's eyes sparkled.
R3: Mouth became
squiggled.
R4: Mom and dad burst
out laughing.

R 1: The man jumped in
surprise.
R2: Eureka!
R3: The baker was very
happy.

R 1: The elephant sat sadly.
R2: To play on the seesaw is
really fun.
R3: The elephant's sad face
turned happy.

Structure

1-30

This is my first time to ride the
seesaw

APPENDIXG
TEST ITEMS FOR STORY LITERARY ELEMENTS

Story structural
elements

Test item number

Setting
(place, time)

R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R 10. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?

Character
(main character,
supporting character)

R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R5. Why did Youngwoo think that the bakery lady had thought it was his
birthday?
R8. After the repairman examined the oven, what did he tell the baker to do?
RIO. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?
R13. Name the animals in this story.

Plot

Rl.
R2.
R4.
R5.

Why did Youngwoo's parent laugh?
What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
Where did Youngwoo take candles from?
Why did Youngwoo think that the bakery lady had thought it was his
birthday?
R6. What was the baker's problem?
R 10. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?
R 11. What did the elephant want to do?
R 12. Why did the seesaw not work for the elephant?
R14. What were the first animals that played seesaw with the elephant?

Theme
(Birthday celebration,
baking, playing the
seesaw)

R2. What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R7. How did the baker solve his problem?
R9. How did the baker plan to use the oven?
R 15. When was the seesaw finally even?

Point of view
(Omniscient)

R5. Why did Youngwoo think that the bakery lady had thought it was his
birthday?
R9. How did the baker plan to use the oven?
R 11. What did the elephant want to do?
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APPENDIXH
TEST ITEMS FOR STORY PLOT STRUCTURE

Story structure

Test item number

Setting
(Time, places, characters)

R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R 10. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?
R13. Name the animals in this story.

Initiating Event
(set in problem, start the
action)

R2. What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
R6. What was the baker's problem?
R12. Why did not the seesaw work for the elephant?

Problems/ Goals
(Character's problems/
goals)

R2. What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R6. What was the baker's problem?
R 11. What did the elephant want to do?

Attempts
(Main character's action
to solve the problems)

R2. What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
R3. Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
R4. Where did Youngwoo take candles from?
R8. After the repairman examined the oven, what did he tell the baker to
do?
R7. How did the baker solve his problem?
R14. What were the first animals that played seesaw with the elephant?

Outcomes
(The results of the action
or attempt)

Rl. Why did Youngwoo's parent laugh?
R8. After the repairman examined the oven, what did he tell the baker to
do?
R9. How did the baker plan to use the oven?
R 15. When was the seesaw finally even?

Reactions
(Emotions or feelings of
success or failure)

Rl. Why did Youngwoo's parent laugh?
R9. How did the baker plan to use the oven?

Resolution of the story
(Goals or problems are
met)

Rl. Why did Youngwoo's parent laugh?
R 10. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?
R15. When was the seesaw finally even?
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APPENDIX I
TEST ITEMS FOR MATHEMATICAL CONCPETS

Mathematical
Concepts

Test item number

Counting

M2. Why did Youngwoo think that he and his mom are the same age?
M3. How old is Youngwoo now?
M4. How many days are there in May?
M14. Match the animals that have the same number.

Matching

M 1. Why are the candles different sizes?
M14. Match the animals that have the same number.

Ordering

M5. When is Youngwoo's mother's birthday?
M7. Which came first in the story -thick and round bread, thin and crispy
bread, broken oven?

Comparison

M 1. Why are the candles different sizes?
M6. Why did the baker make the batter as thin as his finger?
M8. If the lengths are the same, which bread needs more heat for baking, the
thin or the thick?
M 11. How does the seesaw work?
M12. When two bunnies got on the seesaw, why didn't the seesaw move?
M13. What would happen if there were two elephants on the left side of the
seesaw?

Place-value

M 1. Why are the candles different sizes?
M2. Why did Youngwoo think that he and his mom are the same age?

Computation

M10. If the thick bread lasts for 2 days and the thin for 1 day, for how many
days can you eat one thick and two thin breads?
M15. If three monkeys, two bunnies, and two raccoons are added up, what are
the total animals? (Counting and Computation)

Proportional reasoning

M9. If you buy one thin-bread, it lasts for 1 day. How many thin-breads are
needed for 4 days? (Proportional reasoning, problem solving)
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APPENDIXJ
QUESTIONNAIRE

•
Questionnaire for Children's Literary Elements,
Metacognitive Responses, Reading Comprehension,
and Math Concept Acquisitions

<Instructions>
Three different math stories will be provided to observe children's responses to
the math story. Include children's age, grade, gender, ethnicity, home language,
language spoken, and the number of brothers and sisters in child's information
box. First read the three math stories to each child and tape child's own answers
and transcribe taped answers word by word for each question.

<Child's Information>
1. Age (years old): a. 5 b. 6 c. 7
2. Grade: a. Kindergarten b. First c. Second
3. Gender: a. male
b. female
4. Ethnicity: a. Hispanic American b. Korean American c. other _ _ __
5. Home Language: a. English b. Spanish c. Korean d. other _ _ _ __
6. Languages Spoken: a. English b. Spanish c. Korean d. other _ _ _ __
c. 2
d. 3
e. 4 or more
7. # of Brothers: a. 0 b. 1
8. # of Sisters: a. 0 b. 1
c. 2
d. 3
e. 4 or more
9. Family income ($/month): a. below 2000 b. 2000-3000 c. 3000-4000 d. above 4000
10. Mother's educational level:
a. middle school b. high school c. undergraduate d. graduate
11. Stay in U.S.(years): a. 1-2 b. 3-5 c. 6-7

Chan-Ho Chae

Curriculum and Instruction
College of Education
Florida International University
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Story 1. Mom And I Are Friends
I. Reading comprehension (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
Rl.
R2.
R3.
R4.
R5.

Why did Youngwoo's parenst laugh?
What did Youngwoo and his father buy for his mother's birthday?
Where did Youngwoo's family go for his mother's birthday party?
Where did Youngwoo take candles from?
Why did Youngwoo think that the bakery lady had thought it was his birthday?

II. Math Concept Ability (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
MI.
M2.
M3.
M4.
M5.

(Show candles in page 3) Why are the candles different sizes? (Place-value)
Why did Youngwoo think that he and his mom are the same age? (Place-value, Comparison)
How old is Youngwoo now? (Counting)
(Show calendar in page 1) How many days are there in May? (Counting)
(Show calendar in page 1) When is Youngwoo's mother's birthday? (Ordering)

Story 2. A Man Who Made Bread
I. Reading comprehension (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
R6. What was the baker's problem?
R7. How did the baker solve his problem?
R8. After the repairman examined the oven, what did he tell the baker to do?
R9. How did the baker plan to use the oven?
R 10. Why did more customers visit the bakery store?

II. Math Concept Ability (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
M6. Why did the baker make the batter as thin as his finger? (Amount)
M7. Which came first in the story- thick and round bread, thin and crispy bread, broken oven?
(Ordering)
MS. If the lengths are the same, which bread needs more heat for baking, the thin or the thick? (Amount
comparison)
M9. If you buy one thin-bread, it lasts for 1 day. How many thin-breads are needed for 4 days?
(Proportional reasoning, problem solving)
M10. Ifthe thick bread lasts for 2 days and the thin for 1 day, for how many days can you eat one thick
and two thin breads? (Computation)

Story 3. This Is My First Time to Ride the Seesaw
I. Reading comprehension (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
R 11.
R 12.
Rl3.
R 14.
R 15.

What did the elephant want to do?
Why did the seesaw not work for the elephant?
Name the animals in this story.
What were the first animals that played seesaw with the elephant?
When was the seesaw finally even?

II. Math Concept Ability (incorrect: 1, partial:2, correct:3)
M 11. How does the seesaw work? (Prenumber concept: Comparison)
M 12. When two bunnies got on the seesaw, why didn't the seesaw move? (Prenumber concept:
Comparison)
.
Ml3. (Point on page 12) What would happen ifthere were two elephants on the left stde ofthe seesaw?
(Weight Comparison)
M14. (Show page 12) Match the animals that have the same number. (Counting, Matching)
M 15. If three monkeys, two bunnies, and two raccoons are added up, what are the total animals?.
(Counting and Computation)
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APPENDIXK
NCTM STANDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS FOR PRE-K THROUGH GRADE 2
1 Number and Operations Standard
Instructional programs from
prekindergarten through
grade 12 should enable all
students to -

Expectations
In prekindergarten through grade 2 all students should-

Understand numbers, ways
of representing numbers,
relationships among
numbers, and number
systems

I. count with understanding and recognize "how many" in sets of objects;
2. use multiple models to develop initial understandings of place-value and the
base-ten number system;
3. develop understanding ofthe relative position and magnitude of whole
numbers and of ordinal and cardinal numbers and their connections;
4. develop a sense of whole numbers and represent and use them in flexible ways,
including relating, composing, and decomposing numbers;
5. connect number words and numerals to the quantities they represent, using
various physical models and representations;
6. understand and represent commonly used fractions, such as 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2.

Understand meanings of
operations and how they
relate to one another

I. understand various meanings of addition and subtraction ofwhole numbers
and the relationship between the two operations;
2. understand the effects of adding and subtracting whole numbers;
3. understand situations that entail multiplication and division, such as equal
groupings of objects and sharing equally.

Compute fluently and make
reasonable estimates

1. develop and use strategies for whole-number computations, with a focus on
addition and subtraction;
2. develop fluency with basic number combinations for addition and subtraction;
3. use a variety of methods and tools to compute, including objects, mental
computation, estimation, paper and pencil, and calculators.

2 AItge bra Standard
Instructional programs from
prekindergarten through
grade 12 should enable all
students to -

Expectations
In prekindergarten through grade 2 all students should-

Understand patterns,
relations, and functions

1. sort, classify, and order objects by size, number, and other properties;
2. recognize, describe, and extend patterns such as sequences of sounds and
shapes or simple numeric patterns and translate from one representation to
another;
3. analyze how both repeating and growing patterns are generated.

Represent and analyze
mathematical situations and
structures using algebraic
symbols

1. illustrate general principles and properties of operations, such as
commutativity, using specific numbers;
2. use concrete, pictorial, and verbal representations to develop an understanding
of invented and conventional symbolic notations.

Use mathematical models to
represent and understand
quantitative relationships

1. model situations that involve the addition and subtraction of whole numbers,
using objects, pictures, and symbols.

Analyze change in various
contexts

I. describe qualitative change, such as a student's growing taller;
2. describe quantitative change, such as a student's growing two inches in one
year.
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3. Geometry Standard
Instructional programs from
prekindergarten through
grade 12 should enable all
students to -

Expectations
In prekindergarten through grade 2 all students should-

Analyze characteristics and
properties of two- and threedimensional geometric
shapes and develop
mathematical arguments
about geometric
relationships

1. recognize, name, build. draw, compare, and sort two- and three-dimensional
shapes;
2. ?escri~e attributes and parts oftwo- and three-dimensional shapes;
3. mvesttgate and predict the results of putting together and taking apart two- and
three-dimensional shapes.

SpecifY locations and
describe spatial relationships
using coordinate geometry
and other representational
systems

1. describe, name, and interpret relative positions in space and apply ideas about
relative position;
2. describe, name, and interpret direction and distance in navigating space and
apply ideas about direction and distance;
3. find and name locations with simple relationships such as "near to" and in
coordinate systems such as maps.

Apply transformations and
use symmetry to analyze
mathematical situations

1. recognize and apply slides, flips, and turns;
2. recognize and create shapes that have symmetry.

Use visualization, spatial
reasoning, and geometric
modeling to solve problems

1. create mental images of geometric shapes using spatial memory and spatial
visualization;
2. recognize and represent shapes from different perspectives;
3. relate ideas in geometry to ideas in number and measurement;
4. recognize geometric shapes and structures in the environment and specifY their
location.

4. Measurement Standard
Expectations

Instructional programs from
prekindergarten through
grade I 2 should enable all
students to-

In prekindergarten through grade 2 all students should-

Understand measurable
attributes of objects and the
units, systems, and processes
of measurement

1.
2.
3.
4.

recognize the attributes of length, volume, weight, area, and time;
compare and order objects according to these attributes;
understand how to measure using nonstandard and standard units;
select an appropriate unit and tool for the attribute being measured.

Apply appropriate
techniques, tools, and
formulas to determine
measurements

1. measure with multiple copies of units ofthe same size, such as paper clips laid
end to end;
2. use repetition of a single unit to measure something larger than the unit, for
instance, measuring the length of a room with a single meterstick;
3. use tools to measure;
4. develop common referents for measures to make comparisons and estimates.
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5 D at a A na ysts andP ro bability Standard

Expectations
Instructional programs from
prekindergarten through grade 12
should enable all students to -

In prekindergarten through grade 2 all students should -

Formulate questions that can be
addressed with data and collect
organize, and display relevant data
to answer them

1. pose questions and gather data about themselves and their surroundings;
2. sort and classify objects according to their attributes and organize data
about the objects;
3. represent data using concrete objects, pictures, and graphs.

Select and use appropriate
statistical methods to analyze data

1. describe parts of the data and the set of data as a whole to determine
what the data show.

Develop and evaluate inferences
and predictions that are based on
data

1. discuss events related to students' experiences as likely or unlikely.

Understand and apply basic
concepts of probability

6-10 Instructional programs from prekindergarten through grade 12 should enable all students to--

6. Problem Solving Standard
Build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving;
Solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts;
Apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems;
Monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving.

7. Reasoning and Proof Standard
Recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics;
Make and investigate mathematical conjectures;
Develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs;
Select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof.

8. Communication Standard
Organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication
Communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others
Analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others
Use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely

9. Connections Standard
Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas;
Understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another to produce a coherent whole;
Recognize and apply mathematics in contexts outside of mathematics.

10. Representation Standard
Create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas;
Select, apply, and translate among. mathematical. represe~tations to solve ~roblems;
Use representations to model and mterpret phystcal, soctal, and mathemattcal phenomena.
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